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Abstract 

The aim of this master thesis is to first investigate the influence that the marketing 

campaigns have on site visits, saved configurations and sales orders as well as the 

relationship between these variables. Secondly, to explore the association between 

saved configurations and sales orders and finally to investigate short term color trends 

between saved configurations and sales orders. 

The selected data was extracted from different databases from the Volvo IT. Different 

methods were used for the analysis. Regression and mediation analyses were used to 

identify the relationship between the variables. Association analysis and 

multidimensional scaling methods were conducted to measure the association between 

saved configuration and sales orders. In order to investigate the short term color trends 

in data, a Mann-Kendall monotone test was used. 

A total 8 weeks of lagged marketing campaigns and saved configurations data were 

used to investigate the influences on saved configurations and/or sales. The result 

shows that marketing campaign budgets does have an effect on site visits, site visits 

have impact on saved configurations and saved configurations have an impact on sales 

order. Marketing campaign budgets and site visits also have significant mediated effect 

on relationships between the variables. Result also show that the selected options and 

feature combinations are mostly similar between saved configura tions and sales orders, 

but there are also dissimilarities that exist between the two data sets. Short term color 

trends for car model, series, and country exist in both saved configurations and sales 

orders. However, it should be noted that color trends mostly exist in the more 

uncommon colors.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Volvo Car Corporation 

Volvo is one of the most well-known and respected car brands in the world with sales 

in about 100 countries. Volvo was founded in Sweden in 1927. The company was 

acquired by Ford Motor Company in 1999 and then sold by Ford to Zhejiang Geely 

holding (Geely Holding) of China in 2010. Volvo has their headquarters in 

Gothenburg and car manufacturing plants in Gothenburg and Uddevalla in Sweden, 

Ghent in Belgium and Chongqing in China.  

Volvo has over 22,500 employees and approximately 2,300 local dealers in about 100 

countries, where most of the dealerships are independent companies. Volvo sold a total 

of 421,951 cars in 2012. The largest market is the United States, where more than 16 

percent of the total sales volumes in 2012 were sold, followed by Sweden (12%), 

China (10%), Germany (7.5%) and the UK (7.5%). 

Volvo produces four different versions of premium-segment car models: sedans, 

versatile estates, cross country vehicles and coupes/convertibles.  

The company’s corporate and brand strategy, “Designed Around You”, puts people at 

the center. Along with Volvo Cars expansion plans, the aim is to sell 800,000 cars by 

2020 with part of the growth strategy to establish China as the company’s second 

home market. (Volvo Car Group, 2012) 

This Master thesis has been carried out within three different departments, Q & CS 

(quality and customer satisfaction), MSS (Marketing sales and customer services) and 

Volvo Group IT. 

1.2 Background  

Recent studies have shown that automotive customers, in greater part, are using the 

internet as part of the purchasing process (Säuberlich et.al, 2005). At Volvo, the 

numbers of saved configurations have increased in all markets in recent years. This has 

prompted Volvo’s interest to see how the saved configurations are reflected in the 

actual sales. In addition, Volvo has earlier indications that a relationship exists 

between saved configurations and sales orders. For example, does the number of saved 

configurations affect the number of sales; does the configured model have the same 

engine, color or interior and other options as the sales orders? 

The marketing department has also been interested to see if it’s possible to measure the 

short-term effectiveness of the campaigns. The working theory at Volvo is that 
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marketing campaigns have an effect on saved web configurations which may in turn 

influence sales orders. MSS would like to know if it’s possible to measure the short 

term impact of marketing campaigns by looking at sales, saved web configurations and 

general site visits. 

The automotive industry has long acknowledged that color is a prominent factor when 

selecting a car and that a popular color this year may not be popular next year (Zhao, 

2010). It is quite clear that popular colors changes year to year, but is it possible to 

detect color trends within a year? 

Due to business reasons Volvo has requested that all variable names such as country, 

car model, engine and so on will be coded. 

1.2.1 Volvo Car Configurator 

Build your Volvo 

The car configurator, “Build your Volvo”, is an application on the Volvo website 

launched in 2008 in its current form. It allows potential customers to build and design 

their own Volvo online through choosing different options and extra packages. 

Furthermore, car configurator has become an important element in Volvo brand’s 

digital campaigns and is considered a social media asset. (Volvo Car Group, 2012) 

The process of “Build your Volvo” car configurator is shown in Figure 1. In order to 

create your own Volvo, the user starts by choosing a model, for example XC60. After 

choosing the model, the user can select the type of engine and transmission that is 

available for that model, for example a D4 (Diesel) and 6-Speed Manual gearbox. The 

user then selects equipment level and option packages available for that model and 

market, for example SE and Family pack. The next step is where the user can choose 

exterior options such as color, wheels and extra exterior options, for example power 

child locks. The last configuration step is the interior options where the user can 

choose upholstery, trim, steering wheel, gear knob and other extra options, for 

example a Digital TV. The final page is the summary page where the user can see a 

summary of the configured car and a total price. There are three major options : request 

a test drive, contact your local dealer and request a brochure, and also possibility to 

save the configuration.  
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Figure 1 Process of “Build your Volvo” configurator 

1.2.2 Volvo Marketing Campaigns  

Volvo’s marketing campaigns are divided by region, but have a London-based central 

hub that supports the local markets with their marketing. The budgets, number and 

content of the campaigns varies for the different markets.  

There are two major types of campaign strategies: (1) tactical campaigns that are 

aimed of having a direct impact and getting the people into the dealers, (2) strategic 

campaigns that are more general and aimed at brand building. Both strategic and 

tactical campaigns use a range of different media channels such as online, print, radio, 

cinema, outdoor and TV.  

A common practice at Volvo is to run mult iple campaigns simultaneously for one 

model. For example, for a XC60 campaign, all the media channels online, print, radio,  

cinema, outdoor and TV advertisements could be running concurrently during the same 

period. 
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1.3 Objective 

The first objective of this thesis work is to investigate what influence the marketing 

campaigns have on site visits, saved configurations and sales orders as well as the 

relationship between these variables. 

The second objective is to explore the association between saved configurations and 

sales orders. 

The third objective is to investigate short term color trends for both saved 

configurations and sales orders. 

1.4 Research Questions 

In order to answer the objectives in a structured manner, the following research 

questions have been specified and validated by Volvo.  

1. What influence does the marketing campaigns, site visits, saved configurations 

and sales orders have on each other? 

a. To explore the association between marketing campaigns, general site 

visits and saved configurations. 

b. To explore the association between marketing campaigns, saved 

configurations and sales orders. 

 

2. What is the correlation between sales orders and saved configurations per 

market? 

a.  Choice of engine, sales version, color and interior option in saved 

configurations and actual sales orders. 

b.  Similarity and dissimilarity between sales orders and saved 

configurations. 

 

3. Find, if any, short term color trends that exist for both sales orders and saved 

configurations per market. 

a. Similarity and dissimilarity between sales orders and saved 

configurations. 

1.5 Delimitation 

Only the result from country D will be presented in this thesis as the sheer amount of 

data is too great to present in one thesis. However, all the tables and figures for the 

other three countries are available in Appendix II. 
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1.6 Thesis Structure 

This thesis consists of six chapters. In the first chapter, an introduction of the thesis 

and the background of the selected research area are presented. In chapter two, all the 

methods and techniques that were used in this thesis will be presented and in chapter 

three, data description, data preprocessing, data quality and data assessment will be 

presented. The results and analysis will be presented in chapter four. In the fifth 

chapter, thesis challenges, limitation of the methods and results will be discussed. 

Conclusions and suggestion for further research will be provided in chapter six.  
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Chapter 2 Research Methodology 

2.1 Methodology Step by Step 

In this chapter, the different statistical and data mining approaches used in order to 

reach the objectives and answer the research questions are described. The correlation, 

regression and mediation analysis were used to answer what influence the marketing 

campaign have on the saved configurations and sales orders. Association rules and the 

multidimensional scaling were used to answer the association between saved 

configurations and sales orders. A Mann-Kendall monotone trend test was used to 

answer if any significant trend exists in the color selection in saved configurations and 

sales orders.  

2.2 Regression 

2.2.1 Pearson’s correlation  

The purpose of the Pearson’s correlation statistic is to measure the strength and the 

direction of the linear relationship between two variables. The following formula is 

used to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients: 

 ̂    
∑    ̅     ̅ 

√∑    ̅  ∑    ̅  
 

        

√             
   

The value of the correlation coefficient varies between +1 and -1. A positive 

correlation coefficient implies a direct relationship while a negative correlation 

coefficient implies an inverse relationship. Generally, values of r near 1 indicate a 

strong positive linear relationship between x and y whereas values of r near -1 indicate 

a strong negative linear relationship between x and y. Values of r near 0 indicate little 

or no linear relationship between x and y is observed. (Freund & Wilson, 1998) 

2.2.2 Regression analysis 

Regression analysis is one of the most commonly used techniques in statistical 

techniques and analyzes the relationship between a dependent variable and one or 

more independent variables. Regression analysis is widely used for prediction and 

forecasting models and can also be used to understand causal relationships between the 

independent and dependent variables. 

2.2.2.1 Simple linear regression model 

Linear regression analysis is used to describe the relationship between a single 

dependent variable Y and a single independent variable X. Linear regression analysis 

was used in this thesis to analyze the relationship between the number of marketing 
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campaigns and/or campaign budgets, visits of webpages, number of saved 

configurations and the number of sales orders.  

Model diagnostics for regression 

To determine how well assumptions of linear regression are satisfied, several 

diagnostic measurements can be used. 

1. Residual plots: A residual plot shows how well the model fits by the data, 

plotting residuals on the Y axis against fitted values on the X axis. 

2. Coefficient of determination (   :  It explains how much of the variability of a 

factor can be explained by its relationship to another factor. The value ranges 

from 0 to 1 and the higher the value, the better the fit.  

Lagged independent variable 

Marketing campaigns take time to realize their effectiveness, as well as configurations 

and sales orders. To understand the relationship between the marketing campaigns, 

number of saved configurations and the number of sales orders, a regression model 

needs to be considered with lagged independent variables. 

Many econometric models include one or more lagged independent variables  

     in the regression model, where the subscript t-1 indicates that the observation of 

X is from the time period previous to time period t (Studenmund, 2000). It is easier to 

think that the time period has been shifted.  

2.3 Mediation Analysis 

Mediation is a hypothesized causal chain in which an initial causal variable X may 

influence an outcome variable Y through a mediating variable M. Mediator variable M 

mediates the relationship between X and Y. Mediation occurs if the effect of X on Y is 

partly or entirely conducted by M. In recent years, mediation analysis has become an 

increasingly important methodology in phycology and management research.  

(MacKinnon et.al, 2007) 

The simplest mediation model is shown in Figure 2. Variable X causes or influences 

variable M, M causes or influences variable Y but variable X may have additional 

direct effects on Y that are not conducted by M.   
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Figure 2 Mediation 

Testing for mediation 

Baron and Kenny (Kenny, 2013) proposed a four step approach in establishing 

mediation by conducting several regression analyses and examining the significance of 

the coefficient at each step. 

Step 1: Conduct a simple regression analysis with X predicting Y to test for path    

alone. This step is to examine whether the causal variable is correlated with outcome. 

Step 2: Conduct a simple regression analysis with X predicting M to test path a. This 

step is to examine whether the causal variable is correlated with the mediator. 

Step 3: Conduct a simple regression analysis with M predicting Y to test the 

significance of path b. This step is to find if the mediator variable affect the outcome 

variable. 

Step 4: Conduct a multiple regression analysis with X and M predicting Y. This step is 

to establish that mediator variable M completely mediates the X-Y relationship. 

If all of these steps of relationships are significant, then the mediator variable M 

completely mediates the X-Y relationship. If the first three steps are significant, but 

not step 4, then partial mediation is indicated.  

Interpretation of the mediation analysis 

Indirect effect: The amount of the mediation is called the indirect or mediated effect 

and the strength of the effect is estimated by multiplying a and b path coefficients. The 

effect of the independent variable (X) on the mediator (M) is represented by a and the 

effect of the mediator (M) on the dependent variable (Y), controlling for the 

independent variable (X) is represented by b. (Rucker & Preacher, 2011) 

Total effect: Total effect is the sum of the direct effect (  ) and mediated effect (a*b). 
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Evaluating statistical significance 

Several methods have been proposed to test the significance of mediated models and 

the Sobel test is a very common and highly recommend test, performing a single test 

of mediated effect (Rucker et.al, 2011). Mediation is tested via a z-test (Sobel, 1982). 

   =
               

    

 

     √       
          

   

   Unstandardized regression coefficient for the association between X and M 

   Unstandardized regression coefficient for the association between M and Y 

   = Standard error of a 

   = Standard error of b 

The Sobel test, however, is very conservative so it has low power. The reason is that, 

firstly, it is based on the assumption that a and b are independent. Secondly, the Sobel 

test uses a normal approximation which presumes a symmetric distribution. However, 

if the presumption is false, then causes the distribution of mediated effect to be highly 

skewed away from zero. (Mackinnon et.al, 1995) 

2.4 Association Analysis 

The Association analysis is used mainly to determine the relationships between items 

or features that occur contemporary in the database. For instance, if people who buy 

item X also buy item Y, there is a relationship between item X and item Y and this 

information is useful for decision makers (Tan et.al, 2005). Association analysis is 

widely used in various areas such as risk management, market analysis, bioinformatics, 

medical diagnosis and web mining. 

An association rule is an implication expression of the form X=>Y, where X and Y are 

disjoint item sets and indicates that there is no intersection item between X and Y. Let 

  {          } is represent the set of all items in a market basket data and   

{          }  is represent the set of all transactions. Each transaction   contains a 

subset of items chosen from I. An important property of an item-set is its support count, 

which refers to the number of transactions that contains a particular item-set and 

mathematically, the support count      can be stated as follows (Tan et.al, 2005): 

       {            }  

The association rule can be measured in terms of its support and confidence. Support 

determines how often a rule occurs in a data set and is measured as follows: 
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Support,         
      

 
  

       denotes the frequency of item X and item Y and N is the total number of 

transaction items. Support is an important measurement because if a rule has a very 

low support value, it may occur simply by chance. A rule with a very low support 

value can be treated as an uninteresting rule. 

Another important measurement of the association rule is a confidence value which 

describes the probability that the presence of item X implies the presence of item Y. 

For a given rule X=>Y, the higher the confidence, the more likely it is for Y to be 

present in the transaction that contain X. The confidence measures as follows: (Tan 

et.al, 2005) 

Confidence,        
      

    
 

Confidence also provides an estimate of the conditional probability of Y given X. 

Confidence for rule X=>Y is not often same as rule Y=>X. Sometimes, a rule with a 

high confidence value can be misleading because the confidence measurement ignores 

the support of the item set appearing in the rule consequent. One way to solve this 

problem is to apply a metric known as lift, which computes the ratio between the rule’s 

confidence and the support of the item set in the rule consequent (Tan et.al, 2005). Lift 

can be thought of as a correlation between X and Y.  If the lift equals 1, it means that 

X and Y are independent, whereas if the lift is bigger than 1, X and Y are positively 

correlated and if the lift is less than 1, X and Y are negatively correlated. 

The simplest way to generate strong association rules is to enumerate all possible rules, 

remove the rules which have a support less than a minimum support threshold and sort 

the remaining rules based on confidence. To save computational time for enumerating 

all possible rules, a priori algorithm can be used.  It states that if an item set is frequent, 

then all of its subsets must be frequent as well. This algorithm detects an item set with 

support less than a minimum support threshold. Typically association rules are 

considered interesting if they satisfy both a minimum support threshold and a 

minimum confidence threshold. The thresholds can be decided depending on the 

dataset and application (Tan et.al, 2005) and for this analysis threshold for confidence 

was set to 10%. 
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Interesting measurement 

Besides the interest factor Lift, there are other alternative measures suggested for 

analyzing relationships between pairs of binary variables (Tan et.al, 2005). The 

measures can be either symmetric or asymmetric. For example, a measure M is 

symmetric if M (A=>B) = M (B=>A) which means the value of M is identical in both 

rules. If a measure M is asymmetric then the value of M is not the same in both rules.  

In order to measure how interesting the rules are both symmetr ic and asymmetric 

measurements were used in this thesis.  

For symmetric measurements Interest and Jaccard were used and for asymmetric 

measurements Goodman-Kruskal and Laplace were used. 

2.5 Multidimensional Scaling 

Multidimensional scaling is widely used to identify similarity, dissimilarity or 

preference among pairs of objects and visualize relationships between objects in 

multidimensional space. It is often used in behavioral, econometric and social sciences 

to identify similarities of entities in high dimensional space in order to find specific 

clusters of observations. (Manly, 2004) 

The purpose of using Multidimensional scaling is to provide a visual representation of 

consumer judgments pattern of similarity or preference, where the underlying 

relationship between objects is not known. However, a distance of similarity or 

dissimilarity between the objects can be estimated (Manly, 2004). Multidimensional 

scaling method was used in this thesis to analyze the similarity of selection of the car 

options and furthermore visualize the relative positioning of all objects in 

multidimensional space. 

2.5.1 The procedure of performing multidimensional scaling 

Multidimensional scaling attempts to recreate the distances in the observed distance 

matrix by a set of coordinates in a smaller number of dimensions. In order to perform 

Multidimensional scaling, one starts with a distance matrix describing the true distance 

between the objects in multidimensional space. 

The Jaccard similarity coefficient is a common index for binary variables and is used 

for measuring similarity between sample sets. The distance measure is written as 

follows (Manly, 2004): 
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 =

   

           
 

   = The total number of variables being 0 in A and 1 in B 

   = The total number of variables being 1 in A and 0 in B 

   = The total number of variables being 1 in both A and B 

   = The total number of variables being 0 in both A and B 

Step 1: Distance between objects is calculated, for distance measure the Jaccard 

similarity coefficients are used. 

Step 2: A regression is estimated on distance and the regression can be linear, 

polynomial or monotonic. 

Step 3: A goodness of fit between the fitted regression distance (  ̂    and the true 

distance (     is measured. For measurements, Kruskal’s stress formula 1 is used. 

STRESS 1=√∑      ̂   
  ∑  ̂  

  

     Spatial distance between point i and j, in this case Jaccard similarity coefficient 

 ̂     The distance of the proximities between point i and j, in this case, the fitted regression  

Step 4: The initial distances are adjusted in order to reduce the STRESS 1 values, as 

small values of STRESS 1 (close to 0) are desirable. 

2.6 Mann-Kendall Trend Test 

Mann-Kendall trend test (Kendall, 1975) is a nonparametric test used to detect 

monotonic trends over time. It also tests for randomness against trends. Mann-Kendall 

test have long been used to detect temporal trends in environmental data (Hirsch & 

Slack, 1984). The Mann-Kendall trend test is an appropriate method to apply in order 

to test whether Y values tend to increase or decrease with time. To be able to produce 

valid results of Mann-Kendall trend test, the number of observations in the data set 

must be greater than or equal to 10.   

2.6.1 The ordinary univariate Mann-Kendall test 

The ordinary univariate Mann-Kendall test is based on pairwise comparisons of 

observations in a single time series        (Wahlin, 2009).The ordinary Mann-  

Kendall trend test was used in this thesis to analyze whether there is any trend in the 

color selection for a particular car model. 
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The procedure of Mann-Kendall test 

Step 1: The initial value of the Mann-Kendall test statistic, T, is assumed to be 0. If a 

data value from a later time period is higher than a data value from earlier time period, 

T is incremented by 1. Conversely, if a data value from a later time period is lower 

than a data value from earlier time period T is decremented by 1.   

sign(     ) ={

                                                     
                                        

                                                        
 

Step 2: Let          is represent n data point where    represents the data point at 

time j, then the value of sign(x) are summed and the test statistic T can be written as 

follows: 

  ∑ ∑      

 

     

   

   

       

Step 3: Hypothesis test 

   There is no trend in the data; the values are independent of time. 

   There is either an increasing or a decreasing trend. 

In this thesis, a significance level of 95% is consistently used. 

2.6.2 Multivariate Mann-Kendall test  

The multivariate Mann-Kendall test is a summation of the ordinary Mann-Kendall test 

statistics for the m individual time series. Test statistic can be written as follows 

(Wahlin, 2009): 

             

where           is represents the ordinary Mann-Kendall statistics for single time 

series. The multivariate Mann-Kendall trend test was used in this thesis to analyze 

whether there is any trend in the color selection of the car disregarding the car model. 

The null hypothesis test    is that there is no overall upward or downward trend in the 

data. 

2.7 Software tools 

The following software tools were used to compile this study. For data preprocessing, 

Microsoft excel and MySQL and for data analysis SAS and Microsoft excel were used.   
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Figure 3 Different databases from the Volvo IT system  

The selected data was extracted from different databases from the Volvo IT systems as 

illustrated in Figure 3 (Volvo Car Group, 2012).  

The campaign data was provided as three excel files from 2010 to 2012 and was 

extracted from the CRM system.  

The Google Analytics data was provided as one text file and contains data regarding 

the general sites visits and page views from 2010 to 2012.  

The Saved configuration data was provided as four excel files, one per country, and 

contains saved configurations from July 2011 to December 2012. The data was 

extracted from the GCC Global Car Configurator system.  

The sales order data was delivered as four text files and contains sales order per 

country from 2012. The data was extracted from the Volvo sales order system.  

3.1 Data Preprocessing 

To enable for analysis, both the saved configuration and sales order data were 

processed to have dummy variable format. Considerable time was spent on writing 

MySQL procedures to build new datasets. The amount and format of the marketing 

campaign data was in such a format that manual remapping was the most suitable for 

the data.  
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During and after the data preprocessing, several data  quality issues such as duplicate 

data and data format errors were discovered. This will be discussed in section 3.2, 

Data quality issues. 

3.1.1 Sales order data 

All features/options of the sales order data are organized by individual rows i.e. engine 

one row, gearbox one row, cup holder one row and so on.  Table 1 shows a subset of 

one order and this particular order consisted of a total of 55 rows. The important fields 

are “Vin_cd” which uniquely identifies a car, “RO_date” which is the order date, 

“Feature_cd” which is the type of option and “Feature_desig” which is the specific 

option. For example, if the order has “Feature_cd” 4 and “Feature_desig” 52, then 

this order has a D3 engine as “Feature_cd” 4 denotes an engine and “Feature_desig”  

52 indicates the type of engine.  

Table 1 Raw data: sales order 

Example of  raw sales order data 

Dealer_cd. VIN_cd RO_date RD_date FYON_cd Feature_cd Feature_desig 

6GB56073 YV1Bz5250B 20120329 20120331 60342037 2 136 

6GB56073 YV1Bz5250B 20120329 20120331 60342037 4 52 

6GB56073 YV1Bz5250B 20120329 20120331 60342037 5 13 

6GB56073 YV1Bz5250B 20120329 20120331 60342037 7 0 

6GB56073 YV1Bz5250B 20120329 20120331 60342037 12 316 

…… …… …… …… …… …… …… 

6GB56073 YV1Bz5250B 20120329 20120331 60342037 115 74 

To enable analysis, all options/features were processed to have binary variable formats. 

As in the previous example, the “Feature_cd” 4 with “Feature_desig”  52 would 

become variable E_52 and obtain the value 1.  

Table 2 Modified data: sales order 

Example of modified sales order data set 

Date Typ Dealer_cd Vin_cd E_52 … S_13 … O_10 … O_74 

20120329 136 6GB56073 YV1Bz5250B 1 … 1 … 0 … 1 

Due to the large amount of data, almost 3.7 million rows and over thousands of 

options, manually transforming these into binary variables was not a suitable 

alternative. Since SQL is a good tool to manage large amounts of data, MySQL was 

used as a tool for transforming the data. 
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Sales order data preprocessing was performed in 3 major steps: 

 
Figure 4 Step-wise sales order data handling procedure 

 

1. Create Base tables in MySQL: 

a. Import the text file to MySQL 

b. Split the data into one table per car model 

 
2. Create new tables: 

a. Extract all colors, engines, gearboxes, interior options, sales versions and 

options for the model to text files from the base tables 

b. Manually use the options in the text files to create tables where the 

option/feature values are binary variables, for example, engine 52 is 
E_52 

 

3. Run SQL procedures to load data into new tables as binary data: 
a. A number of MySQL functions are written to extract the data from the 

base tables and transformed into new tables.  For example, if engine 52 

is found for a specific sales order, then the variable E_52 is updated with 

1 otherwise it was set to 0 

3.1.2 Saved web configurations 

The web configurations are organized differently than the sales order data. The saved 

web configuration consists of a single row per configuration as shown in Table 3. A 

saved configuration consists of more fields, but the one used for this thesis were date, 

market, model, engine (EN), sales version (SV), gearbox (GB) color, and interior 

which have individual columns. However, all options were stored in one column 

separated with a space. Although the logical steps to transform the data were similar to 

the sales order transformation, the SQL code and the procedures were quite different. 

For more details on how the procedures were different can be found in the Appendix 

IV. 

  

Create Base tables 
in MySQL 

• Import the text file 
to MySQL 

• Split the data into 
one table per car 
model 

Create new tables 

• Extract 
option/features to 
text file 

• Manually create 
table via text files 

Run SQL 
Procedures 

• Run MySQL 
functions that 
imports and 
transforms the 
data into the 
binary varibles 
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Table 3 Raw data: saved configuration 

Example of raw saved web configuration data 

Date Typ EN SV GB Color Interior Options 

20110701 135 82 13 6 70500 K10100 ‘000010 000011 000021 000179 000801… 

20110701 275 30 R7 0 61200 E10G00 ‘000010 000011 000030 000503 000505… 

20110701 135 90 13 6 61400 K10100 ‘000030 000047 000065 000603 000818… 

20110702 155 43 R1 2 46600 5F7K00 ‘000732 

20110702 155 88 R1 1 70100 5F7K00 ‘000010 000236 000385 000603 000818… 

 

The same logic as with sales orders data, the saved configuration observations will 

have to be transformed into variables with binary values as shown in Table 4. For 

example, engine 30 will become E_30 with a value of 1 or 0. 

Table 4 Modified data: saved configuration 

Example of modified saved web configuration data 

Date Typ E_30 … S_13 … C_70500 … I_5F7K00 … O_000010 … 

20110701 135 0 … 1 … 1 … 0 … 1 … 

20110701 275 1 … 0 … 0 … 0 … 1 … 

20110701 135 0 … 1 … 0 … 0 … 0 … 

20110702 155 0 … 0 … 0 … 1 … 0 … 

20110702 155 0 … 0 … 0 … 1 … 1 … 

 

Saved web configuration data preprocessing was performed in 3 major steps: 

1. Create Base tables in MySQL: 

a. Import the text file to MySQL 

 

2. Create new tables: 
a. Extract all colors, engines, gearboxes, interior options, sales versions and 

options for the model to text files from the base tables 

b. Manually use the options in the text files to create tables where the 

option/feature values are binary variables. For example, engine 52 is 

E_52. The tables are still empty 
 

3. Run SQL functions to load data into new tables as binary data: 

 
a. Two major functions are executed, one for options and one for the rest. 

Similar to the sales order data, the functions extracts the data from the 

base tables and transform the data into new tables. For example, if 

engine 30 is found for a specific web configuration, then the variable 

E_30 is updated with 1, otherwise it’s set to 0 
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3.1.3 Marketing campaigns 

The marketing campaign data was delivered as graphs in three excel files for 2010 to 

2012. However, the data for building the graphs were not supplied, therefore manual 

reengineering of the graphs to obtain the data were necessary. 

Marketing campaign data contains different types of marketing campaigns and their 

respective budgets of general campaigns and model campaigns. Most general 

campaigns are still currently running which makes it difficult to measure their impact 

on visits of Volvo site, configurations or sales orders. Therefore, only marketing 

campaigns for a specific model were used in this thesis to measure the impact of 

marketing campaigns. 

The marketing campaign data is divided into 6 media types: Online, Print, Outdoor, 

Radio, TV and Cinema. However, the data did not contain any details about what 

media sources were included in different categories. For example, TV, it does not give 

any information of what channels or programs that is included in the data. It is normal 

practice for Volvo to run several marketing campaigns concurrently, the campaigns 

runs for 5 or 6 weeks about 1-3 times per year.  

In order to measure the short term marketing campaign impact on total sales order, 

total configuration and total visits of website, it is necessary to modify the data to the 

same format as saved configuration and sales order data. All marketing campaign data 

was summarized per week with the number of campaigns and campaign budgets, 

regardless of model and media type.  

3.1.4 Google analytics data 

General Site visits to Volvo.com data was extracted from Google analytics and the 

data was delivered from 2010 to 2012. Google analytics tracks visitors from all 

different internet traffics and four traffics were used in this thesis to measure the 

visitors: None, CPC, Organic and Referrers (Google, 2006). 

None 

Google traffic None indicates that Google cannot identify any sort of information 

regarding where the visitors came from. The traffic is recorded as None if the visitors 

typed the website address directly into the browser or clicked a link to the website 

inside, for example, a PDF or an email. 
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CPC 

CPC is Google paid search and it stands for cost-per click, which means the visitor 

comes from the link or site where Volvo pays per click. 

Organic 

The visitor from Organic traffic means the visitor comes from unpaid listings, search 

engines or directories, for example Google, Yahoo or Bing. 

Referral 

Referral traffic is when the visitor comes to Volvo.com by clicking an unpaid link on 

another site, for example, YouTube. 

Google analytics data from four different traffics was summarized per week. A new 

variable, “totalvisit” was created, where visits from all traffics were summarized.  

3.2 Data Quality Issues 

Sales order data 

In some cases, different orders have the same “Vin_Cd”, which should not be possible. 

In other cases, duplicate data was found i.e. the same record existed more than once. 

Table 5 reveals the percentage of data that was either corrupted or duplicated. 

Table 5 Corrupted and duplicated records in sales order data 

Percentage of corrupted and duplicated records in sales order data 

 Country A Country B Country C Country D 

Corrupt - 1.3% 3.1% 2.5% 

Duplicates 1.3% 2.3% 4.5% 3.0% 

In order to proceed with an analysis, records with the same “VIN_cd” in more than 

one order and duplicate orders were deleted. 

Saved configuration data 

The saved configuration data had some issues with options, where some entries were 

missing an initial  ' at the beginning of the field making it a big number instead of a 

string. This was resolved manually. However, some of the options data may have been 

lost. 
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Table 6 Corrupted records in saved configuration data 

Percentage of corrupted records in saved web configuration data 

 

Problem with formats 

Country A Country B Country C Country D 

5.73% 9.38% 3.58% 2.50% 

3.3 Assessment of Data  

Different dates are available for each data set; date was adjusted depending on the 

analysis. To measure the association between marketing campaigns, site visits and 

saved configurations, only data from July 2011 to December 2012 was used. To 

measure the association with sales order, whole dataset was used from January 2012 to 

December 2012.  

Date delimitation for saved configurations 

In order to measure association between sales order data and saved configuration data, 

it was necessary to adjust the dates for saved configuration data. 

A total of 13 car models are available from both datasets, but measuring association of 

each these 13 models would be very time consuming. Due to time constraints, only 

one specific car model was analyzed to measure the association of these two data sets 

in this thesis. 

According to the Volvo’s hypothesis with regard to the configuration and sales order, a 

customer who saved a configuration would complete configuration before ordering a 

car. That is why the dates for configuration data could not be taken from January 2012.  

To find an appropriate time span for the data, both correlation test and simple 

regression analysis were used. The tests of time span are shown in Appendix I. 

Table 7 Date delimitation for saved configuration data 

Date for a specific car model in saved configuration data 

Country Date adjusted 

A 2011-11-14 – 2012-11-16 

B 2011-10-24 – 2012-10-21 

C 2011-10-17 – 2012-10-14 

D 2011-12-26 – 2012-12-30 

As shown in Table 7, date for a specific car model of configuration data was adjusted. 

These time span was only used to measure association between saved configurations 

and sales orders regarding research question 2. 
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Table 8 Variables and recorded responses for a specific model 

Number of variables and recorded responses for a specific model (156) 

 

Country 

Configurations (Date adjusted) Sales orders 

No. variables Recorded responses No. variables Recorded responses 

A 126 867 125 1003 

B 129 1484 130 2249 

C 127 1032 131 1212 

D 100 5739 101 4518 

The number of variables and recorded responses for a specific model for both saved 

configuration and sales order data are shown in Table 8. Configuration date was 

adjusted according to Table 7. Except for the country D, all other countries show more 

sales orders than saved configurations after adjusting the time span for saved 

configuration data. 

3.4 Descriptive Statistics 

 
 
Figure 5 Total saved configurations, sales orders 

Total saved configurations and sales orders in 2012 per market are shown in Figure 5. 

Country D has the highest number of saved configurations and sales orders. 
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 Figure 6 Time series plot of variables, country D 

Figure 6 shows time series plot of saved configurations, sales orders, No. marketing 

campaigns, campaign budgets and total visits. The observation values are denoted by 

an index, where the start value of each variable was nominalized to 100, since each 

variable have different data ranges. Sales orders and campaign budgets seems to have 

a fluctuated pattern whereas saved configurations and total visits are rather constant. 

More campaigns were run for the first half of the year than the second half. However, 

it is difficult to clearly verify the association of these variables by simply observing the 

plot.   

 
Figure 7 Site visits from different internet traffics 

A general visit of Volvo.com through different internet traffics is shown in Figure 7. 

The highest number of visitors came from traffic none, where Google is unable to 
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track where the visitors came from and applies to all countries. The number of visitors 

from the other traffics seems to have different ranks by country. Country C has the 

second highest number of visitors through traffic Referral but country B and country D 

have the second highest number of visitors through traffic Organic. Country A seems 

to have an almost equal number of visitors through the other three traffics.   

In order to measure more the detailed association between saved configurations and 

sales orders, the selection of sales version, engine, color and interior options of one 

specific car model (156) was analyzed. The total number and the proportion of the 

selected options for both saved configurations and sales orders for country D are 

shown in Table 9. 

Table 9 Frequency distribution of variables for a specific model 

Frequency distribution of variables, car model type 156 for country D 

Variable Saved Configuration  Sales Order 

 Total Proportion Total Proportion 

Sales Version 

(SV) 

S_11 116 2.0 % 79 1.7 % 

S_12 1138 19.8 % 724 16.0 % 

S_13 2157 37.6 % 1744 38.6 % 

S_81 150 2.6 % 89 2.0 % 

S_R1 2178 38.0 % 1882 41.7 % 

 Subtotal 5739 100 % 4518 100 % 

Engine 

(EN) 

E_47 37 0.6 % 3 0.1 % 

E_52 0 0.0 % 11 0.2 % 

E_70 0 0.0 % 7 0.2 % 

E_82 1769 30.8 % 1771 39.2 % 

E_83 863 15.0 % 397 8.8 % 

E_87 1711 29.8 % 1373 30.4 % 

E_88 1244 21.7 % 942 20.8 % 

E_90 113 2.0 % 14 0.3 % 

 Subtotal 5737 100 % 4518 100 % 

Color C_01900 119 2.1 % 48 1.1 % 

C_42600 507 9.1 % 356 7.9 % 

C_45200 1255 22.5 % 1354 30.0 % 

C_46600 0 0.0 % 6 0.1 % 

C_47700 442 7.9 % 375 8.3 % 

C_48100 125 2.2 % 80 1.8 % 

C_48400 277 5.0 % 249 5.5 % 

C_49200 919 16.4 % 791 17.5 % 

C_49400 175 3.1 % 57 1.3 % 

C_49800 414 7.4 %  342 7.6 % 

C_61200 191 3.4 % 104 2.3 % 

C_61400 781 14.0 % 529 11.7 % 

C_61900 86 1.5 % 57 1.3 % 
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C_70200 204 3.7 % 101 2.2 % 

C_70600 92 1.6 % 69 1.5 % 

 Subtotal 5587 100 % 4518 100 % 

Interior I_G00000 55 1.0 % 66 1.5 % 

I_G10000 1616 30.1 % 1533 33.9 % 

I_G10B00 392 7.3 % 239 5.3 % 

I_G11200 474 8.8 % 270 6.0 % 

I_G11600 90 1.7 % 20 0.4 % 

I_G60000 460 8.6 % 396 8.8 % 

I_G61200 32 0.6 % 13 0.3 % 

I_GF6000 49 0.9 % 6 0.1 % 

I_GF6J00 21 0.4 % 0 0.0 % 

I_GF6S00 10 0.2 % 4 0.1 % 

I_GM0000 300 5.6 % 220 4.9 % 

I_GM0200 134 2.5 % 45 1.0 % 

I_GM0U00 323 6.0 % 532 11.8 % 

I_GM6000 303 5.6 % 147 3.3 % 

I_GM6200 214 4.0 % 99 2.2 % 

I_GM6U00 796 14.8 % 839 18.6 % 

I_GV0000 79 1.5% 71 1.6 % 

I_GV1200 21 0.4% 18 0.4 % 

 Subtotal 5369 100 % 4518 100 % 

All options seem to have the same pattern. S_13 & S_R1 are popular sales versions, 

E_82 & E_87 are popular engines, C_45200 & C_49200 are popular colors and 

I_G10000 & I_GM6U00 are popular interior options for both saved configurations and 

sales orders. 

The reason that subtotals for the different option types for the saved configurations are 

not the same is that not all configurations have all option types selected. For example a 

user may have selected sales version, engine and color but not interior options.  
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Chapter 4 Results 

4.1 What influence does the marketing campaign, site visits, saved 

configurations and sales orders have on each other? 

The data for sales orders is only available for 2012 while the data for site visits, 

campaigns, and saved configurations have a longer time interval from July 2011 to 

December 2012. Therefore, the analysis had been divided into two parts with different 

time spans to best take advantage of the available data. The first part of the analysis  

with the longer time span deals with marketing campaigns, site visits and saved 

configurations and the second part with the shorter time span deals with sales orders, 

campaigns and saved configurations. 

4.1.1 Marketing campaigns, site visits and saved configurations 

The aim of this section is to measure the association between marketing campaigns, 

site visits and saved configurations using both regression analysis and mediation 

analysis.  

All variables were summarized per week. For marketing campaigns, both the number 

of campaigns, campaign budgets and lagged marketing campaigns variables were used 

in analysis. Lagged variable should be interpreted as follows: 

Table 10 Example of variable descriptions 

Variable name Description 

No. campaigns lag1 Number of campaigns one week before saved configurations was made 

No. campaigns lag2 Number of campaigns two weeks before saved configurations was made 

Campaign budgets lag1 Total campaign budgets one week before saved configurations was made 

 

4.1.1.1 Univariate analysis 

The purpose of this analysis is to find a linear association between the marketing 

campaigns, site visits and number of saved configurations. For example, if marketing 

campaign budgets increases then the number of saved configurations increases. Up to 

eight weeks of lagged campaign variables were used in this analysis as marketing 

campaigns may have a delayed effect. 

As a prelude to the univariate analysis, a correlation test with normal and lagged 

variables had been applied before the regression analysis. The details can be found in 

Appendix I. 
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Table 11 Number of saved configurations and campaign budget, country D 

Model: Saved configurations=                            

Variable          

Campaign budget 488.47332 0.0001471 0.0695 

Campaign budget lag1 483.22786 0.0001809 0.1051 

Campaign budget lag2 485.16539 0.0001773 0.1016 

Campaign budget lag3 483.59742 0.0001823 0.1064 

Campaign budget lag4 486.74597 0.0001647 0.0860 

Both number of campaigns and campaign budgets were tested with number of 

configurations, but the number of marketing campaigns does not show a significant 

effect on number of saved configurations.  

A univariate linear association between number of configurations and campaign 

budgets is shown in Table 11. Campaign budgets and up to four weeks lagged variable 

have a significant effect on the number of saved configurations. However, the model 

has a low value of   , which points to some uncertainty about the interpretability of 

this result.  

Table 12 Number of saved configurations and site visits, country D 

Model: Saved configurations=                   

Variable       P value    

Site visits: Total Visits 233.20658 0.00264 <.0001 0.3335 

Site visits: None 371.39676 0.00341 <.0001 0.2422 

Site visits: CPC 457.98413 0.00238 0.2418 0.0177 

Site visits: Organic 170.18513 0.01247 <.0001 0.4747 

Site visits: Referral 397.38864 0.00915 0.0081 0.0876 

A univariate linear association between site visits and saved configurations is shown in 

Table 12. Site visits has a significant effect on number of saved configurations except 

traffic from CPC (“Click Per Pay”). 
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Table 13 Site visits and campaign budget, country D 

Model: Site visits(Y) =                      

Variable(Y)       P value    

Site visits: Total 98009 0.04750 0.0004 0.1519 

Site visits: None 39141 0.01658 0.0687 0.0424 

Site visits: CPC 22140 0.01003 0.0039 0.1033 

Site visits: Organic 25045 0.01441 <.0001 0.2184 

Site visits: Referral 11683 0.00648 0.0012 0.1289 

Campaign budgets and site visits have a linear association as shown in Table 13. The 

total campaign budget has a significant effect on site visits. 

4.1.1.2 Mediation analysis 

Mediation analysis is used to measure the influence of mediated variables between the 

causal variable X and outcome variable Y. For example, it is known that total number 

of visits have a significant effect on the number of saved configurations and it is also 

known that campaign budgets have a significant effect on the number of 

configurations. In this case the mediation analysis will measure the effect of total visits 

on number of saved configurations through mediating variable campaign budget. 

 

Figure 8 Example of Mediation analysis. 

The results from mediation analysis are shown in Tables 14 and 15. All variables that 

were used in this table already have a proven significant effect on its own and were 

tested to see if they are significant as mediators. Take note that it is also important if a 

mediator is shown not to have a significant effect. This shows that the mediator has no 

influence on the relationship between independent variable and dependent variable, 

but independent variable has directed effect on dependent variable.  

Table 14 Mediation test I 

Mediator variables : saved configuration, relationship between campaign budget and Site visits 

T IV Mediator DV Sobel test Mediated effect 

1 Total visits Campaign budget Saved configuration 0.657528 3.06% 

2 Total visits Campaign budget lag1 Saved configuration 0.1359752 8.7% 

3 Total visits Campaign budget lag2 Saved configuration 0.1411275 8.29% 

4 Total visits Campaign budget lag3 Saved configuration 0.1679646 7.55% 
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5 Total visits Campaign budget lag4 Saved configuration 0.2183518 6.10% 

6 None Campaign budget Saved configuration 0.2123981 7.09% 

7 None Campaign budget lag1 Saved configuration 0.5480919 3.87% 

8 None Campaign budget lag2 Saved configuration 0.6403929 3.37% 

9 None Campaign budget lag3 Saved configuration 0.622862 3.57% 

10 None Campaign budget lag4 Saved configuration 0.2123981 7.09% 

11 Organic Campaign budget Saved configuration 0.4310618 5.07% 

12 Organic Campaign budget lag1 Saved configuration 0.7818593 1.63% 

13 Organic Campaign budget lag2 Saved configuration 0.5378817 3.17% 

14 Organic Campaign budget lag3 Saved configuration 0.2219714 5.39% 

15 Organic Campaign budget lag4 Saved configuration 0.2724865 4.19% 

16 Referral Campaign budget Saved configuration 0.1561945 21.91% 

17 Referral Campaign budget lag1 Saved configuration 0.0803592 25.66% 

18 Referral Campaign budget lag2 Saved configuration 0.1067125 22.76% 

19 Referral Campaign budget lag3 Saved configuration 0.1517916 19.28% 

20 Referral Campaign budget lag4 Saved configuration 0.2228778 14.56% 

For a variable to be considered to have a mediated effect a 95 % confidence interval is 

required, therefore, the Sobel test statistic cannot be higher than 0.05. Table 14 shows 

that campaign budget do not have a significant mediated effect on any of the variables.  

Table 15 Mediation test II 

Mediator variables :site visits, relationship between campaign budget and saved configurations 

T IV Mediator DV Sobel test Mediated effect 

1 Campaign budget Total visits Saved configuration 0.0020695 82.79% 

2 Campaign budget lag1 Total visits Saved configuration 0.0209322 45.32% 

3 Campaign budget lag2 Total visits Saved configuration 0.04324262 39.75% 

4 Campaign budget lag3 Total visits Saved configuration 0.1051373 31.32% 

5 Campaign budget lag4 Total visits Saved configuration 0.1409739 32.23% 

6 Campaign budget None Saved configuration 0.087016 35.72% 

7 Campaign budget lag1 None Saved configuration 0.5800198 9.18% 

8 Campaign budget lag2 None Saved configuration 0.638039 7.86% 

9 Campaign budget lag3 None Saved configuration 0.6202623 8.27% 

10 Campaign budget lag4 None Saved configuration 0.5356267 11.59% 

11 Campaign budget Organic Saved configuration Inconsistent mediation 

12 Campaign budget lag1 Organic Saved configuration 0.00024342 92.07% 

13 Campaign budget lag2 Organic Saved configuration 0.0010148 82.25% 

14 Campaign budget lag3 Organic Saved configuration 0.0073976 63.73% 

15 Campaign budget lag4 Organic Saved configuration 0.0182504 63.93% 

16 Campaign budget Referral Saved configuration 0.0853155 31.49% 

17 Campaign budget lag1 Referral Saved configuration 0.1171285 19.3% 

18 Campaign budget lag2 Referral Saved configuration 0.14176 16.87% 

19 Campaign budget lag3 Referral Saved configuration 0.180713 13.99% 

20 Campaign budget lag4 Referral Saved configuration 0.2260465 13.98% 
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Site visits was used as mediator variable in Table 15, the values that are represented in 

grey text do not have a significant mediated effect. The purpose of this test is to 

measure the influence site visits have on the relationship between campaign budgets 

and number of saved configurations. Row 11 is shown to have an inconsistent 

mediation effect as the mediated effect is over 100 % which is impossible. The result 

shows that total visits and organic traffic have a highly significant effect on 

relationship between campaign budgets and saved configurations. Organic traffic has 

the highest mediated effect on the relationship between campaign budgets and saved 

configurations.  

 4.1.2 Marketing campaigns, saved web configurations and sales orders 

To measure the association between marketing campaigns, saved configurations and 

total sales orders using the same approach as the section 4.1.1 but only using the data 

from 2012. 

4.1.2.1 Univariate analysis 

The purpose of this analysis is to find a linear association between the marketing 

campaigns, the number of saved configurations and sales orders. Table 16 shows some 

examples with descriptions of the different types of lagged variables used in analysis. 

Table 16 Examples of variable descriptions 

Variable name Description 

No. campaigns lag1 Number of campaigns one week before sales order was placed 

No. campaigns lag2 Number of campaigns two weeks before sales order was placed 

Campaign budget lag4 Total campaign budget four weeks before sales order was placed. 

Saved configuration lag1 Total configurations that was made one week before sales order was 

placed. 

The results obtained from univariate regression analysis are shown in Table 17 to 19.  

Table 17 Number of campaigns and total sales order 

Model: Sales order=                            

Variable          

No. campaigns  365.58493 31.5981 0.1031 

No. campaigns lag1 339.82538 37.1107 0.1346 

No. campaignslag2 331.87244 38.1641 0.1338 

No. campaigns lag3 319.27985 40.2452 0.1388 

No. campaigns lag4 287.55838 46.5701 0.1717 

No. campaigns lag5 256.06409 53.2483 0.2109 

No. campaigns lag6 302.03424 42.7434 0.1321 

No. campaigns lag7 319.67098 38.3143 0.1000 
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Table 18 Campaign budgets and total sales order 

Model: Sales order=                             

Variable          

Campaign budget lag4 421.51498  0.000360 0.0985 

Both number of campaigns and campaign budget were tested with 8 weeks of lagged 

variables. Number of campaigns has a significant effect on the number of sales orders 

until 7 weeks after the campaign. Campaign budget only have a significant effect on 

number of sales 4 weeks after the campaign. 

Table 19 Sales orders and saved configurations 

Model: Sales order=                                

Variable          

Saved configuration -207.4016 1.24078 0.3281 

Saved configuration lag1 -162.071 1.16470 0.3183 

Saved configuration lag2 168.77368 0.57598 0.0760 

Univariate linear association between the number of saved configurations and sales 

orders is shown in Table 19. Number of configurations has a significant effect on 

number of sales orders up to two weeks after the configurations were saved. Saved 

configurations made the same week as sales orders and the week before are highly 

significant. 

4.1.2.2 Mediation analysis 

Variables that have significant effect on sales orders were both used as independent 

variables and mediator variables in Table 20. 

Table 20 Mediation test III 

Mediation analysis, saved configuration, marketing campaign budget and sales order 

T IV Mediator DV Sobel test Mediated  

1 Campaign budget lag4 Saved configuration Sales order 0.074716 44.06% 

2 Campaign budget lag4 Saved configuration lag1 Sales order 0.043695 50.19% 

3 Campaign budget lag4 Saved configuration lag2 Sales order 0.223925 19.17% 

4 Saved configuration Campaign budget lag4 Sales order 0.236439 8.04% 

5 Saved configuration lag1 Campaign budget lag4 Sales order 0.259558 8.45% 

6 Saved configuration lag2 Campaign budget lag4 Sales order 0.153598 27.82% 

7 Saved configuration No. campaigns Sales order 0.975098 0.24% 

8 Saved configuration No. campaigns lag 1 Sales order 0.829632 1.84% 

9 Saved configuration No. campaigns lag 2 Sales order 0.939632 0.69% 

10 Saved configuration No. campaigns lag 3 Sales order 0.928636 0.83% 

11 Saved configuration No. campaigns lag 4 Sales order 0.882963 1.54% 

12 Saved configuration No. campaigns lag 5 Sales order 0.868298 1.92% 

13 Saved configuration No. campaigns lag 6 Sales order 0.830985 1.99% 

14 Saved configuration No. campaigns lag 7 Sales order 0.569036 5.13% 
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15 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns Sales order 0.191319 14.78% 

16 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns lag 1 Sales order 0.535950 6.49% 

17 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns lag 2 Sales order 0.648923 4.58% 

18 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns lag 3 Sales order 0.450258 8.28% 

19 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns lag 4 Sales order 0.427743 9.58% 

20 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns lag 5 Sales order 0.791664 3.15% 

21 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns lag 6 Sales order 0.889077 1.3% 

22 Saved configuration lag1 No. campaigns lag 7 Sales order 0.546916 5.55% 

23 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns Sales order 0.028022 61.94% 

24 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns lag 1 Sales order 0.058729 51.11% 

25 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns lag 2 Sales order 0.204072 29.45% 

26 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns lag 3 Sales order 0.252650 26.13% 

27 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns lag 4 Sales order 0.138693 39.12% 

28 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns lag 5 Sales order 0.242374 31.55% 

29 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns lag 6 Sales order 0.634824 9.35% 

30 Saved configuration lag2 No. campaigns lag 7 Sales order 0.528252 11.29% 

In this table, it is important to see what is not significant as what is significant. Most 

variables do not seem to have a significant effect as mediators. For example, numbers 

of campaigns hardly have any influence at all on the relationship between saved 

configurations and sales orders.  

There are, however, two exceptions. The first one is that saved configuration lag1 has 

an influence on the relation between sales order and campaign budget lag4. The 

mediated effect is 50.19%. The second one is that No. campaigns have an influence 

the figures saved configuration lag2 and the sales order. The mediated effect of this 

relationship is 61.94%. 

4.2 Correlation between sales orders and saved configurations 

The purpose of this section is to measure the more detailed correlation between saved 

configurations and sales orders drilling down to selected sales version, engine, color 

and interior options. In this analysis one specific car model was used together with a 

greater focus on similarity and dissimilarity between the two data sets.  

To eliminate the combination of the rules that do not frequently occurs, the minimum 

confidence was set to 10% and a minimum lift threshold was set to 1. The interesting 

rules for the other countries can be found in Appendix III. 
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4.2.1 Comparison between the sales order and saved configurations 

Common interesting pattern between saved configuration and sales order 

Common interesting rules between saved configurations and sales orders are shown in 

Tables 21 to 25.   

Table 21 Common association rules, Engine=>Sales version 

Common rules in saved configuration and sales order, Engine =>Sales version 

En=> Sales version Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

E_82 => S_13 50.76 15.6 1.35 49.75 19.5 1.29 

E_82 => S_R1 39.17 12.1 1.03 45.12 17.7 1.08 

E_87 => S_12 25.72 7.65 1.30 19.52 5.93 2.09 

E_88 => S_12 33.92 7.34 1.71 33.55 6.99 1.22 

Table 21 shows the common association rules for engine and sales version in both 

saved configurations and sales orders. The rule with the highest confidence in saved 

configuration and sales order is E_82=>S_13. This rule can be interpreted as, if a 

customer chooses engine 82, 50.76 % of the time the customer will choose sales 

version 13. In the current data set 15.6% of all saved configurations followed this rule 

and the lift value is 1.35.  

Table 22 Common association rules, Sales version=>Color 

Common rules in saved configuration and sales order, Sales version =>Color 

Sv=> Color Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

S_13 => C_42600 14.37 5.39 1.63 15.54 6.00 1.97 

S_13 => C_49800 11.73 4.40 1.63 11.87 4.58 1.57 

S_R1 => C_45200 30.81 11.7 1.41 39.21 16.3 1.31 

S_R1 => C_49200 19.74 7.47 1.24 20.99 8.74 1.20 

S_R1 => C_61400 19.47 7.37 1.43 18.92 7.88 1.62 

Table 22 shows the common association rules for sales version=>color, the rule with 

the highest confidence in both saved configurations and sales orders are  

S_R1=>C_45200 and followed by S_R1=>C_49200, S_R1=>C_61400, 

S_13=>C_42600  and  S_13=>C_49800. 
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Table 23 Common association rules, Engine & Sales version=>Color 

Common  rules in saved configuration and sales order, Engine and Sales version=> Color 

En, Sv =>Color,  C Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

E_82 & S_R1 => C_45200 33.77 4.07 1.55 40.68 7.19 1.36 

E_82 & S_R1 => C_49200 24.30 2.57 1.52 21.78 3.85 1.24 

E_87 & S_R1 => C_45200 31.86 3.37 1.46 41.02 4.80 1.37 

The common association rules engine and sales version=>color are shown in Table 23. 

The rule with the highest confidence in both saved configurations and sales orders are 

E_82& S_R1=>C_45200. This interprets as if a customer chooses engine 82 and sales 

version R1, 34 % of saved configurations and 41 % of the sales choose the color 

C_45200.  The rule shows that only sales version R1 with engine 82 or 87 is valid for 

both sales and configurations.  

Table 24 Common association rules, Engine, Sales version=>Interior 

Common rules in saved configuration and sales order,  Sales version and Engine => Interior options 

Sv & En => Interior Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

S_13 & E_87=>I_G10000 64.23  5.93 2.29 75.15 8.30 2.21 

S_13 & E_83=>I_G10000 59.05 3.46 2.10 68.63 2.32 2.02 

S_13 & E_88=>I_G10000 55.75 3.29 1.98 73.30 3.34 2.21 

S_13 & E_82=>I_G10000 53.12 8.29 1.89 76.50 14.9 2.25 

S_R1& E_87=>I_GM6U00 48.77 5.16 3.52 45.75 5.36 2.46 

S_12 & E_88=>I_G60000 43.84 3.22 5.49 59.81 4.18 6.82 

S_12 & E_87=>I_G60000 41.59 3.18 5.21 50.75 3.01 5.79 

S_R1&E_82 =>I_GM6U00 34.92 4.21 2.52 32.54 5.75 2.76 

S_R1& E_87 =>I_GM6U00 34.91 4.21 2.52 52.24 4.38 2.81 

S_R1& E_82 =>I_GM0U00 18.18 2.19 3.24 32.54 5.75 2.76 

Table 24 shows the common association rules for engine, sales version and interior 

options. Ten common rules exist and the common rule with highest confidence in 

saved configuration is S_13 & E_87=>I_G10000, this rule interprets as, if a customer 

selects sales version 13 and Engine 87, 64.23 % of the customer will also select 

Interior G10000. In the current data set 5.93 % actually did so. The common rule with 

the highest confidence in sales orders is S_13 & E_82=>I_G10000 with confidence of 

76.50%.  
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Table 25 Common association rules, Sales version=>Color and Interior 

Common  rules in saved configuration and sales order, Sales version=>Color and Interior 

Sv=> Color & Interior Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

S_13=>I_G10000 & C_42600 10.99 4.12 2.09 14.56 5.62 2.33 

S_13=> I_G10000& C_45200 11.64 4.36 1.99 20.24 7.81 2.29 

S_13=>I_G10000 & C_49200 10.06 3.77 2.05 12.84 4.96 2.21 

S_R1=>I_GM0U00&C_45200 13.31 5.04 2.64 18.60 7.75 2.40 

The common association rules for the combination of sales version and color with 

selected interior options are shown in Table 25. The common association rules for both 

sales and configurations are S_R1=>I_GM0U00 & C_45200 followed by 

S_13=>I_G10000 & C_45200, S_13=>I_G10000 &C_42600 and S_13=>I_G10000 

& C_49200. 

The unique rules in saved configuration and sales orders 

The unique rules in saved configurations and sales orders are shown in Tables 26 to 28. 

Only rules with confidence value higher than 10% were treated as interesting rules in 

this thesis, which means a rule might exist but if the rule had a confidence value lower 

than 10% then this rule would be treated as non-existing. 

Table 26 Unique association rules, Engine=>Sales version 

En=> Sales version Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

E_83 => S_13 39.05 5.86 1.04 Rule doesn’t exist 

E_83 => S_R1 40.44 6.07 1.07 Rule doesn’t exist 

The unique association rule engine=>sales version in saved configurations is 

E_83=>S_13 with confidence around 40% followed by E_83=>S_R1.  

Table 27 Unique association rules, Sales version=>Color 

Sv=>Color Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

S_12 => C_42600 15.91 3.15 1.8 Rule doesn’t exist 

S_12 => C_49800 13.01 2.57 1.81 Rule doesn’t exist 

The unique association rule sales version=>color in saved configurations is 

S_12=>C_42600 and S_12=>C_49800, if a customer chooses sales version 12 for 

saved configurations 16 % will select color C_42600  and 13% will select color 

C_49800. 
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Table 28 Unique association rules, Engine & Sales version=>Color 

En, Sv =>Color Saved configuration Sales order 

Rules Confidence Support Lift Confidence Support Lift 

S_13 &  E_82 => C_42600 Rule doesn’t exist 15.66 3.05 1.99 

S_R1 & E_82 => C_61400 Rule doesn’t exist 17.4 3.08 1.49 

S_R1 & E_87 => C_49200 31.86 3.37 1.46 Rule doesn’t exist 

S_R1 & E_88 => C_45200 Rule doesn’t exist 37.99 3.19 1.27 

The unique association rule engine, sales version=>color in saved configurations is 

S_R1 & E_87=>C_49200 with confidence 31.86. The unique rule in sales orders is 

S_13 & E_82=>C_42600, S_R1 & E_82=>C_61400 and S_R1 & E_88=>C_45200.  

4.2.2 Top 10 rules by average rank 

An additional approach to finding interesting rules are to calculate additional 

interestingness measures on the given rules, both symmetric and asymmetric measures 

were used, that is, IS, Jaccard, Kruskal and Laplace. First step is to find the interesting 

rules with three components such as Engine, Sales version, Color and Interior. The 

second step is to rank the rules using the respective measurements. The last step is to 

calculate the average rank value using the four measurements, more details of the 

ranking and rules can be found in Appendix III.   

Table 29 Top ten rules by average rank among 4 interestingness measurement 

Top ten rules by average rank among 4 interestingness measures, Country D 

Rank Saved configuration Sales order 

1 S_R1=> I_GM6U00 & E_82 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_88 

2 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & C_49200 

3 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_42600 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_87 

4 S_R1=> E_82 & C_45200 S_R1 => E_87 & C_45200 

5 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_82 

6 S_R1=> I_GM6U00 & C_45200 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 

7 S_R1=> I_GM6U00 & E_87 E_82 => I_G10000 & C_45200 

8 E_88=> S_13 & I_G10000 S_13 & E_82 => C_49200 

9 E_82 => S_13 & I_G11200 E_82 => S_13 & I_G10000 

10 C_49200 => S_13 & E_82 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_42600 

Table 29 shows the top ten rules by average rank in saved configurations and sales 

orders. There are common rules in both saved configurations and sales orders, for 

example S_R1=> I_GM6U00 & E_87 and S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200. Rank 1 

rule in saved configurations is S_R1=>I_GM6U00 & E_82 and rank 1 rule in sales 

order is S_R1=> I_GM6U00 & E_88, the rules are similar but it has different selection 

of the engine. 
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4.2.3 Comparison in markets  

Similarities and dissimilarities on association rules, the fifteen most interesting rules 

from the four markets had been selected using the same method as in Table 29.  

Table 30 Top fifteen rules in saved configurations 

Top fifteen rules by average rank among 4 interestingness measure in saved configurations  

Rank Country A Country B 

1 E_87 => S_12 & I_G60000 E_87 => S_13 & I_G10000 

2 S_R1 & C_61400 => I_GM0U00 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_31 

3 I_G10000 & E_87 => S_12 C_48400 => S_13 & E_88 

4 S_R1 & E_87 => C_61400 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 

5 I_G61200 & C_01900 => S_12 C_48400 => S_13 & E_87 

6 I_G60000 => S_12 & C_42600 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_49200 

7 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_82 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_47700 

8 S_13 & C_01900 => E_87 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200 

9 E_87 & C_01900 => S_12 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_88 

10 E_87 & C_61400 => S_R1 E_88 => I_G10000 & C_45200 

11 E_87 & C_49200 => S_13 S_R1 => E_31 & C_47700 

12 I_G10B00 => S_13 & E_87 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_61400 

13 S_12 & I_G60000 => C_42600 E_88 => S_13 & C_45200 

14 S_12 & C_45200 => E_87 E_87 => S_13 & C_49200 

15 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_87 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_31 

Rank Country C Country D 

1 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_88 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_82 

2 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_47 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 

3 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_45200 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_42600 

4 S_R1 => E_88 & C_45200 S_R1 => E_82 & C_45200 

5 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_47 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200 

6 E_82 => S_13 & C_49200 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & C_45200 

7 S_81 => I_GV0000 & E_82 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_87 

8 S_81 => E_82 & C_70600 E_88 => S_13 & I_G10000 

9 I_G10000 => E_47 & C_49200 E_82 => S_13 & I_G11200 

10 C_47700 => S_81 & I_GV0000 C_49200 => S_13 & E_82 

11 E_88 => S_81 & C_70600 S_13 & I_G10000 => E_88 

12 S_81 => E_47 & C_70600 C_61400 => S_R1 & E_82 

13 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_45200 C_49200 => S_R1 & I_GM6U00 

14 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_47 I_G10000 => S_13 & E_83 

15 E_88 => S_81 & I_GV0000 E_87 => S_12 & I_G60000 
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Table 31 Top fifteen rules in sales orders 

Top fifteen rules by average rank among 4 interestingness measure in sales order  

Rank Country A Country B 

1 S_12 => I_G60000 & C_49200 I_G10000 => S_13 & E_31 

2 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_61400 E_88 => I_G10000 & C_45200 

3 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 E_88 => S_13 & C_45200 

4 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_88 I_G10000 => S_12 & E_31 

5 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_82 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_49200 

6 S_12 => I_G60000 & C_01900 C_48400 => S_13 & E_88 

7 S_12 => I_G60000 & C_61400 I_G10000 => S_12 & E_88 

8 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_61400 C_45200 => S_13 & I_G10000 

9 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_87 C_48400 => S_13 & E_87 

10 S_12 => E_87 & C_01900 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_31 

11 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200 E_88 => S_12 & I_G60000 

12 C_61400 => S_12 & E_87 E_87 => S_13 & I_G10000 

13 S_12 => E_87 & C_61400 S_R1 & I_GM0U00 => C_47700 

14 E_87 => S_13 & I_G10000 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_61400 

15 S_13 => E_87 & C_45200 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_88 

Rank Country C Country D 

1 S_R1 => E_82 & C_49200 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_88 

2 C_45200 => S_R1 & E_88 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & C_49200 

3 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_88 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_87 

4 C_45200 => I_GM0U00 & E_82 S_R1 => E_87 & C_45200 

5 E_47 => S_81 & I_GV0000 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_82 

6 I_GM0U00 => S_R1 & C_47700 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 

7 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 E_82 => I_G10000 & C_45200 

8 S_R1 => E_82 & C_45200 S_13 & E_82 => C_49200 

9 I_GM0U00 => E_82 & C_49200 E_82 => S_13 & I_G10000 

10 S_R1 => E_47 & C_49200 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_42600 

11 E_82 => S_13 & C_45200 C_49200 => I_G10000 & E_82 

12 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_88 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_82 

13 E_82 => I_GM0U00 & C_49200 C_45200 => I_GM6U00 & E_82 

14 E_88 => S_R1 & I_GM0U00 E_82 => S_13 & C_45200 

15 S_13 => E_82 & C_45200 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_42600 

Table 30 and 31 are supposed to show the common interesting rules between saved 

configurations and sales orders but the tables show no common interesting rules. For 

saved configurations, country B, C and D have a common rule, S_13 =>I_G10000 & 

C_45200 but it is not true for country A. For sales orders, no common rules for all four 

countries could be found. There are common interesting rules between saved 

configurations and sales orders in each country but each country has different 

interesting rules of selecting the options. 
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4.3 Similarity and dissimilarity between sales orders and saved 

configurations  

Since association analysis in section 4.2 has a minimum confidence threshold of 10%, 

not all options were presented. The purpose of this section is to find a more precise 

correlation between saved configurations and sales orders by including the rules that 

were excluded in association analysis. For the analysis multidimensional scaling was 

employed in order to measure the similarity between the observations, and a 

hierarchical clustering (Complete linkage) dendrogram was produced to visualize the 

clusters obtained from the multidimensional scaling. Complete linkage clustering 

shows the two elements (one in each cluster) that are farthest away from each other, 

therefore, providing a good visualization of the individual clusters for 

multidimensional scaling. 

4.3.1 Saved configuration and sales order 

 

Figure 9 Multidimensional scaling of saved configurations, country D 

Multidimensional scaling of saved configurations visualized in a dendrogram is shown 

in Figure 9, the two dimensional map of the multidimensional scaling plot can be 

found in Appendix II. 
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Table 32 Multidimensional scaling cluster analysis, saved configurations 

Multidimensional Scaling visualize by dendrogram: saved configuration for country D 

Cluster 1 SV: S_11 ,EN: E_47, Color: C_49400, C_70200, Interior: I_G11600, I_GF6S00, 

I_GF6000 

Cluster 2 SV:S_81 , Color: C_70600, C_61900, C_48100, Interior: I_GV0000, I_G61200, 

I_GV1200, I_G00000, I_GM0200, I_GF6J00 

Cluster 3 SV: S_12,S_13, Color: C_49800,C_48400, C_01900, C_42600 Interior: 

I_G10000, I_G10B000, I_G11200, I_G60000 

Cluster 4 EN: E_82,E_83, E_87,E_88 Color: C_49200,C_61400, C_45200  

Cluster 5 SV: S_R1, Interior: I_GM0U00, I_GM6000 

Cluster 6 EN: E_90, Color: C_47700, Interior: I_GM0000, I_GM0U00, I_GM6200 

Six clusters were found and comparing the variables in these clusters with the 

association analysis in section 4.2, many similarities can be found. For example, sales 

version S_12 and S_13 have association rules with color C_42600, C_49800 and 

interior I_G10000. These variables can be found in the same cluster in Table 32.  

 

Figure 10 Multidimensional scaling of sales orders, country D 
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Table 33 Multidimensional scaling cluster analysis, sales orders  

Multidimensional Scaling visualize by dendrogram: sales order for country D 

Cluster 1 SV: S_11, EN: E_52, E_90, Color: C_49400, C_01900,  

Interior: I_G00000, I_GM0200, I_GF6000, I_GV1200 

Cluster 2 SV:S_81, EN: E_47, E_70,  Color: C_70600,C_61200, C_61900, C_48100, 

C_46600, C_70200, C_47700 Interior: I_GV0000, I_GF6S00, I_GM6200, 

I_G11600, I_G61200, I_GM0000,G_M60000 

Cluster 3 SV: S_R1, EN: E_82,E_83, E_87, Interior: I_GM6U00, I_GM0U00 

Color: C_49200,C_45200, C_61400 

Cluster 4 SV: S_12, S_13, EN: E_88, Color: C_48400, C_49800, C_42600, Interior: 

I_G10B00, I_G11200, I_G60000,I_G10000 

Multidimensional scaling of sales orders visualized in the dendrogram as shown in 

Figure 10. Four clusters had been found and there were similarities and dissimilarities 

of clusters compared with Table 32. For example, Cluster 5 in Table 32 saved 

configurations consist of the variables S_R1, I_GM6U00, I_GM0U00. This variable 

combination can also be found in cluster 3 in Table 33 sales orders.  

Comparing the result obtained from multidimensional scaling with association analysis 

in section 4.2 has also shown similarities in variable selection. For example, the rule 

S_R1 & E_82=> I_GM6U00 has confidence 32.54 % and this combination of the 

variables exists in Cluster 3 in Table 33. Other examples are S_13 & 

E_83=>I_G10000, S_12 & E_88 =>I_G60000, S_13=>C_42600 and S_13 

=>C_49800 and these variables are in same cluster.  

4.4 Short term color trends of sales orders and saved configurations 

This section has two goals: (1) to find out if any short term color trend exists for both 

saved configurations and for sales orders, (2) to ascertain whether there are any 

similarities or dissimilarities between the two data sets. For this analysis several tests 

are employed in three different aspects. The first aspect was to measure color trends 

for a specific model in saved configurations and sales orders, second was to measure 

color trends for all cars in a series i.e. S, V, XC and C series, and the third and last was 

to measure the color trends for all cars in all models. Both univariate and multivariate 

test were implemented.   

4.4.1 Color trend test for a car model 

Tables 34 and 35 shows color trend test for both saved configurations and sales orders, 

in the tables significance of an increasing trend is shown as a plus sign and a 

decreasing trend as a minus sign. The more plus/minus signs the greater significance 

the relationship. 
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Table 34 Color trend test for saved configurations 

Univariate test: Color trend test for saved configuration, a specific car model, country D 

Color Car model MK statistic P value Significance  

C_01900 156 -60 0.0219 - 

C_42600 156 89 0.0007 +++ 

C_45200 156 63 0.0169 + 

C_49200 156 78 0.0031 ++ 

C_61900 156 89 0.0002 +++ 

C_70600 156 -86 0.0010 -- 

 

Table 35 Color trend test for sales orders  

Univariate test: Color trend test for sales order, a specific car model, country D 

Color Car model MK statistic P value Significance  

C_01900 156 -29 0.0395 - 

C_46600 156 -26 0.0179 - 

C_70600 156 -47 0.0011 -- 

Color trends for a specific car model in saved configurations are shown in Table 34. 

The results indicate an increasing trend in color C_42600, C_61900, C_49200 and 

C_45200 whereas a decreasing trend in color C_01900 and C_70600. However, color 

trend test in sales orders shows only a decreasing trend in color C_01900, C_46600  

and C_70600 can be found. 

Both saved configurations and sales orders indicate a decreasing trend in color 

C_01900 and C_70600. 

4.4.2 Color trends test for a car series 

It might be reasonable to assume that some color trend could be classified for a series. 

For example, a color might be popular for sedans but not on coupe models. 

Table 36 Color trend test for a car series 

Univariate test: Color trend test for a car series for configuration and sales order for country D 

Univariate test Configuration Sales order 

Color   Car series P value Significance P value Significance 

C_01900 C < 0.0001 --- 0.0060 -- 

C_42600 V 0.0027 ++ 0.0197 - 

C_45500 S 0.0130 - 0.0073 -- 

C_48100 V 0.0039 -- 0.0101 - 

C_49000 C 0.0071 -- 0.0055 -- 

C_61200 C 0.0400 - 0.0265 - 

C_61400 S 0.0004 --- 0.0007 --- 

C_61800 C 0.0001 --- 0.0041 -- 

C_61900 V 0.0001 +++ 0.0108 + 

C_61900 C 0.0050 ++ 0.0320 + 
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C_70000 C 0.0268 - 0.0336 - 

C_70100 C 0.0023 -- 0.0034 -- 

C_70500 V < 0.0001 +++ 0.0387 + 

C_70600 XC 0.0019 -- 0.0030 -- 

The results obtained from Mann-Kendall color trend test for a car series are shown in 

Table 36. Only the color variables that have significant increasing/decreasing trends 

for both saved configurations and sales orders are shown. The details of trend test for 

two data sets are shown in Appendix III.  

The results of the test indicate that both saved configurations and sales orders have 

same trend pattern except the color C_42600.  This color has an increasing trend in 

saved configurations whereas it has a decreasing trend in sales orders. 

4.4.3 Color trend without considering the car model 

Multivariate test was employed to measure the color trend without considering the car 

model. Tables 37 and 38 present the color that either has strong increasing or 

decreasing color trend. 

Table 37 Multivariate trend test for saved configurations 

Multivariate Mann-Kendall trend test for saved configurations 

Color MK statistic P value Significance  

C_01900 -258 0.0015 -- 

C_42600 255 0.0028 ++ 

C_47200 -72 0.0032 -- 

C_48100 -136 0.0069 -- 

C_49000 -66 0.0071 -- 

C_61200 -196 0.0061 -- 

C_61800 -102 0.0001 --- 

C_61900 194 0.0003 +++ 

C_70100 -80 0.0023 -- 

C_70400 124 0.0002 +++ 

C_70500 134 0.0001 +++ 

C_70600 -81 0.0019 -- 

 

Table 38 Multivariate trend test for sales orders 

Multivariate Mann-Kendall trend test for sales orders 

Color MK statistic P value Significance  

C_46600 -108 0.0037 -- 

C_46700 -60 0.0062 -- 

C_47200 -110 0.0021 -- 

C_48100 -118 0.0072 -- 

C_49000 -116 0.0013 -- 
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The results shows a strong increasing trend in color C_61900, C_70400 and C_70500 

and a strong decreasing trend in color C_61800 for saved configurations whereas sales 

orders indicated neither strong increasing nor decreasing trend.  

The colors that have a significant decreasing trend in saved configurations and sales 

orders are C_47200, C_48100 and C_49000. 

4.4.4 Comparison in markets 

The purpose of this analysis was to find common increasing/decreasing trend in color 

between the countries. The results that both saved configurations and sales orders have 

a significant increasing/decreasing trend are presented in Table 39.  The details of 

trend test for each country can be found in Appendix III. 

Table 39 Multivariate color trend test for all markets 

Multivariate Mann-Kendall trend test for all markets  

Multivariate test Configuration Sales order 

Color   Country P value Significance P value Significance 

C_01900 C 0.0005 --- 0.0032 -- 

C_45200 B 0.0372 - 0.0001 --- 

C_48100 B 0.0057 -- 0.0004 --- 

C_48100 D 0.0157 - 0.0098 -- 

C_48400 C 0.0246 + 0.0378 - 

C_61900 D 0.0208 + 0.0184 + 

C_70400 B 0.0056 ++ 0.0375 - 

C_70600 B 0.0004 --- 0.0003 --- 

There are no distinguished colors that have increasing/decreasing trend in all countries. 

Both country B and country D have a decreasing trend in color C_48100.  The colors 

C_49400, C_70400 have increasing trend in saved configurations whereas the color 

has a decreasing trend in Sales orders. The rest of the colors have same trend pattern 

for both saved configurations and sales orders.  
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Chapter 5 Discussion 

5.1 Thesis Challenges 

This section discusses the challenges that arose during this thesis work. There are two 

areas where the main challenges were encountered.  

The first challenge was to find any previous work related to the same area. The use of 

product configurators by potential customers is  a relatively new occurrence in the 

automobile industry. There has been some research about the impact of product 

configurators on marketing, but not the other way around. There is also research on the 

effect of marketing spending on automobile sales. However, the data available for 

previous research reports have not been comparable to what have been available for 

this report. The main limitation with finding any earlier work has been that most 

methods require a longer time span. For this reason, ongoing trends and seasonal 

effects could not be taken into account in this thesis. Analyzing marketing campaign 

effectiveness through the use of most methods requires price and demographics data. 

The lack of this data limited the available methods even further.  

The second challenge was data format and data quality. Due to the amount and format 

of the data, the data preprocessing consumed approximately four weeks o f the project 

time. When the corrupt data was first discovered, it was difficult to determine the 

amount of data that was actually corrupted. The amount of corrupt data was 

determined to be lower than 5%, however, the whole procedure took five days to 

identify and take action. 

5.2 Method Discussion and Limitation 

5.2.1 Mediation analysis 

There are different approaches to mediation analysis, ranging from simple to complex, 

that use different methods, such as regression or structural equation modeling. In this 

thesis, the simple mediation analysis via regression method was used to test mediated 

effects on the variables. 

One limitation of using simple regression mediation analysis is that it cannot easily be 

extended to test more complex situations, for example, measuring two or three 

mediator variables simultaneously. As only simple regression mediation was used, 

there is a possibility that some interesting relations may have been missed.  

5.2.2 Association analysis 

Association analysis is a method that is used in order to find interesting relations 

between variables in large databases. It is quite useful for determining correlations 
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between attributes of a relation. If the threshold is too high, there is a possibility of 

losing many relationships which may be interesting for analysis. Additionally, if the 

threshold is too low, there is a risk that irrelevant rules are included in the analysis.  

Selecting suitable thresholds are always problematic because it differs depending on 

the data set that is to be analyzed. It could also give different results depending on 

what limits are used. In this thesis, a relatively low confidence of 10 % was used. It 

would have been possible to use a higher threshold for the measurement, but that 

would have removed some interesting correlations. 

Apart from the measurements, confidence, support and lift, additional measurements 

were used to find interesting rules within the selected rules. IS, Jaccard, Kruskal and 

Laplace measurements were used and the results were ranked. The result obtained 

from these measurements show that a rule can be in first place or last place depending 

on which measurements were used. According to (Tan et.al, 2004), there are 21 

interestingness measures for association patterns. For a more extensive measurement 

investigation, all 21 measurements could be used. This analysis is, however, only a sub 

part of the association analysis and it was not prioritized as it would have been too 

time consuming.   

5.2.3 Multidimensional scaling analysis 

Multidimensional scaling methods normally use Euclidean distance to measure the 

distance between the variables. Euclidean distance measure is not suitable since all the 

observations in data are binary. For this reason, Jaccard distance was used to measure 

the similarity between the variables.  

Kruskal’s stress function (Kruskal, 1964) was used in determining the model’s 

goodness of fit and according to (Kurskal & Wish, 1978), a stress value ≤ 0.1 is 

excellent and anything ≥ 0.15 is not tolerable. The stress value obtained for saved 

configurations were 0.1381 and 0.1257 for sales for country D, indicating that the 

result is acceptable. 

5.2.4 Mann-Kendall trend test 

The Mann-Kendall trend test is a non-parametric test that measures monotone trends in 

data. It was used in this thesis to measure the short term color trends. Trend analysis is 

more effective with longer periods of record.   

One of the limitations of the Mann-Kendall trend test is that the sample size has to be 

10 or greater. One year of sales order data can be divided into either 52 weeks or 12 

months, but after some deliberations, monthly color trends seemed more suitable than 

weekly. Therefore, observations were summarized per month and a total of twelve 
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time points were tested. This means that all data contains twelve observations thus 

fulfilling the requirements of Mann-Kendall trend test. 

5.3 Result Analysis and Discussion 

5.3.1 What influence does the marketing campaigns, general site visits, 

saved configurations and sales orders have on each other? 

Dependent variables were tested with both original independent variables and lagged 

independent variables. Lagged variables were necessary in this analysis as marketing 

campaigns may have a delayed effect. Secondly, if saved configurations are used as 

part of the purchasing process, it is likely that configurations are made weeks or even 

months before an order is placed.  

Two sub research questions were formulated to answer research question 1. The first 

sub question was to analyze the association between marketing campaigns, site visits 

and saved configurations. The second sub question was to analyze the association 

between marketing campaigns, saved configurations and sales orders. 

For sub question 1, a total of 8 weeks of the lagged marketing campaign budgets as 

well as 8 weeks of the number of marketing campaigns were examined with saved 

configurations. A linear association between the variables shows that only marketing 

campaign budgets have influences on the number of saved configurations. This linear 

association is valid until 4 weeks lagged campaign budgets. The association between 

site visits and saved configurations shows that site visits from all different traffics have 

an influence on saved configurations except the visitors from CPC (cost per click) 

traffics. The CPC marketing campaign budget was not included in the analysis, so it is 

expected that the budget would not show an effect.  

The Mediation analysis in Table 14 states that campaign budgets have no significant 

influences on the relation between site visits and saved configurations. There are 

several possible explanations behind the fact that campaign budgets do not show any 

mediated effects on site visits and saved configurations. One explanation could be that 

campaign budgets do not have any mediated effect. However, the result may be 

influenced by the fact that only saved configurations were measured. Web 

configurations that were not saved were not included in the analysis. It is not 

unreasonable to assume that even if a marketing effort influenced a potential customer 

to use the web configurator, the customer may not save the configuration the first time. 

Another factor that may have influenced the result is that only campaigns for specific 

car models were used in this analysis since the general campaigns are constantly 

ongoing and cannot be measured. If any of these general campaigns would have an 

impact on saved configurations, these influences would not be shown in this test.  
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On the other hand, site visits have a significant influence on the relationship between 

marketing campaign budgets and saved configurations. For example, site visits from 

organic traffic has over 92% mediated effect on the relationship between campaign 

budgets and saved configurations. The very clear mediated effect that organic traffic 

has especially on marketing campaigns and configurations are not very surprising. In 

order to do a web configuration, it would be necessary to visit the web site. The fact 

that a big part of traffic originates from search engines is quite reasonable. A potential 

customer that would see a TV or Radio campaign would not have a link  to click but 

would probably use a search engine or simply type the address in the address bar. 

Unfortunately, the value for “none” i.e. typing the address directly does not have 

significant effect on marketing campaigns so it’s not possible to know if this variable 

has mediated effect. This all points to that site visits are important variables to make 

campaign budgets have a linear association with saved configurations. 

For sub question 2, a total of 8 weeks of the lagged variable were used on both 

marketing campaigns and saved configurations. The total sales orders and the number 

of campaigns have a linear association. This linear association continues up to 7 weeks 

lagged for the number of campaigns.  The relationship between campaign budgets and 

sales orders showed that only campaign budget 4 weeks before the sales orders have a 

significant effect on total sales. Furthermore, saved configurations have a linear 

association with sales orders. This linear association with saved configurations 

continues until 2 weeks before the sales orders were placed.  

Table 20 shows that both saved configuration lag 1 and No. campaigns have a 

significant mediated effect on other variables. For example, No. campaigns have over 

61% mediated effect on the linear relationship between saved configuration lag 2 and 

sales order. This relationship may be interpreted as a potential customer, who made a 

configuration 2 weeks earlier, being affected by one or more campaigns and 

subsequently placing a sales order in the same week. It is difficult to determine if the 

relationship is a coincidence or not. It could possibly be that the person has more or 

less already made up their mind to purchase the configured car, and that a marketing 

effort would make that last little difference.    

It is important to analyze not only significant mediated variables, but also a mediator 

variable that does not have a significant influence. Table 20 shows that out of thirty 

tests all but the two, (saved configuration lag1 and No. campaigns) just mentioned 

marketing does not have a significant mediated effect on sales. This can probably be 

interpreted as marketing campaigns may not have a big influence on direct sales for an 

expensive product, such as a car. This is reasonable as very few people would impulse 

buy a car the next time they go shopping just because they saw a TV commercial. That 

same TV commercial might, however, attract potential customers to go to the website 
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and create a configuration, which could start and the process that may lead to a 

purchase. 

5.3.2 What is the correlation between sales orders and saved web 

configurations per market? 

Both the association analysis and multidimensional scaling methods were used to 

analyze the association between sales orders and saved configurations. These two 

methods show that there are mostly similarities between saved configurations and 

sales but there are also some dissimilarity when selecting options in saved 

configurations and sales orders. For example, many potential customers configure one 

sales version with a manual gearbox, however, that particular sales version is mostly 

sold with a geartronic gearbox. The reason behind this difference could perhaps be a 

test drive or a salesperson that influences the customer.  

It is a little surprising that the saved configurations matched the sales so well.  One 

expectation was that people who sit in front of their computer and to create their own 

cars would choose more extreme colors, bigger engines and more exclusive sales 

versions in configuration than sales. One reason as to why that is not the case may be 

that it is saved configurations. The user may very well have created several 

configurations before they go through the process of registering a username and saving 

a configuration.   

Multidimensional scaling was used to find clusters of the variables. The result from 

multidimensional scaling can be used to confirm the results from association analysis 

and vice versa. This is exemplified in country D, where 3 of the 4 clusters in sales 

orders can also be found in saved configurations. The result from association analysis 

should be possible to use, for example, to create default values in the web configurator. 

The results may also be used to create packages with options. 

Both the results from multidimensional scaling and association analysis show that the 

results are very similar for both saved configurations and sales orders in each 

respective country. However, the countries hardly have any common rules with each 

other. This raises the question, why are they so different? Due to the confidentiality 

agreement, it is not possible to state which countries were included in the analysis, but 

the analysis included counties with different cultures, habits, fashion, laws and taxes. 

What is important for one buyer in country A may not be important for a buyer in 

country C due not only to cultural differences but taxes and environment laws that may 

make a sales version or an engine more or less expensive.  
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5.3.3 Find, if, any, short term color trends that exist for both sales orders 

and saved web configurations per market? 

The results from the Mann-Kendall color trend test showed that similar trends exist in 

both saved configurations and sales orders. However, saved configurations tend to 

have stronger trends whereas sales orders tend to have weaker trends. The different 

markets do not have any common color trends. 

A possible reason for the stronger trends in saved configurations is that the user might  

not consider all the same factors as to when actually placing the order. For example, 

how will this color affect second hand value or perhaps, will this color still be popular 

in three years?  

It should be noted that only one year of data were used, and therefore seasonal effect 

could not be taken into account for this analysis.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

6.1 Main Conclusions 

Both the number and budget of the marketing campaigns have a significant effect on 

the number of site visits. Site visits in turn have a significant effect on the number of 

saved configurations. The numbers of configurations have a highly significant effect 

on sales orders made in the same week, and slightly lower significant effect for 

configurations saved two weeks earlier. 

The number of campaigns has a significant effect on the number of sales orders within 

the first 7 weeks after the campaign. Campaign budget also has a significant effect on 

both the number of sales and the number of saved configurations 4 weeks after the 

campaign. 

Total visits and organic traffic have a highly significant mediated effect on the 

relationship between campaign budget and saved configurations. There are, however, 

only two exceptions, where the campaigns do not have an influence on the relationship 

between saved configurations and sales orders.  

With very few exceptions, the selected options and features combinations are similar 

between saved configurations and sales orders within a country. However, the 

different countries are not particularly similar to each other.  

Examining color trends per car model, series and country, there are similar trends that 

exist in both saved configurations and sales orders. However, saved configurations 

tend to have stronger trends, whereas sales orders tend to have weaker trends. The 

different markets, on the other hand, do not have any common color trends.  It should 

be noted that trends can be seen in the more uncommon colors. 

6.2 Discussion and Suggestions for Future Research 

Due to time and resource constraints, it is not possible to pursue all possible avenues in 

this thesis; therefore some suggestions for further research are provided in this section. 

To simplify and reduce time spent on data preprocessing, the data format should have 

the same format for both saved configurations and sales data.  

If possible, demographic data on both configurations and sales should be included as 

this opens up a wide range of possibilities for analyses.   

To better analyze the effectiveness of marketing campaigns, more detailed information 

on the campaigns should be provided.  For example, which colors and features 

appeared in TV commercials or billboards. 
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Analysis with several years of configurations and sales data will enable the possibility 

for additional analyses that would include ongoing trends and seasonal effects.  

Mediation analysis can be performed with two or three mediator variables at the same 

time. This will enable the possibility to analyze the mediated effect of site visits, 

number of campaigns, campaign budget and/or different lagged variables 

simultaneously when investigating the relationship between saved configurations and 

sales orders. This could be valuable information when evaluating different marketing 

efforts. 

Marketing mix modeling analysis can also be used. This method was developed by 

econometricians and involves the use of multiple regression techniques to help predict 

the optimal mix of marketing variables. This method normally quantifies the sales 

impact of various marketing activities and determines effectiveness and ROI (Return 

of Investment) for each marketing activity. This method can identify the right mix of 

advertising media and assist in business decisions (Tellis, 2006). 

A neural network analysis can be used to analyze the effects of advertising on sales or 

saved configurations. A neural network is able to capture the nonlinear relationships in 

a causal model as this thesis focused only on the linear relationship of the variables. 

(Poh & Jingtao, 1998). This could help to find hidden patterns and enable the 

possibility for deeper and more detailed analysis.  
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Appendix I: Correlation between the variables 

Correlation between total saved configuration and other variables, other variables are: 

Site visits: None, CPC, Organic, Referral 

Campaigns: No. campaigns, 8 weeks lagged number of campaigns 

Campaign budget: Total campaign budgets, 8 weeks lagged number of campaigns 

No.camp_lag1: Number of campaigns 1 week before saved configuration was made 

Campaign budget lag1: Total campaign budget 1 week before saved configuration was made  

 

Appendix figure 1 Correlation between saved configuration and other variables 

Correlation between total saved configurations and total sales orders are:  

Same week: Both configuration and sales order were made in same week 

-1 week: Configuration was made one week before sales order 

-2 weeks: Configuration was made two weeks before sales order 

 

Appendix figure 2 Correlation between saved configurations and sales orders 
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Correlation between total saved configuration volume and total sales order volume of a 

specific model (156).  

Same week: Configuration was saved and sales order placed in same week 

-1 week: Configuration was saved one week before sales order placed 

-2 weeks: Configuration was saved two weeks before sales order placed 

 

Appendix figure 3 Correlation between saved configurations and sales orders for a specific 

model 

 

Appendix table 1 Correlation and regression test for lagged saved configurations and sales 

orders for country D 

 

Test Correlation P value  Significance level 

Configuration 0.3365326 0.0137  * 

Configuration_lag1 0.41358592 0.00208  ** 

Configuration_lag2 0.32818717 0.0164 * 

Configuration_lag3 0.13021456 0.35271     

Configuration_lag4 0.13244833 0.34444    

Configuration_lag5 0.06003475 0.66936  

Configuration_lag6 -0.11837771 0.399   

Configuration_lag7 -0.23041876 0.0969  

Configuration_lag8 -0.16435871 0.24   

Configuration_lag9 -0.19202628 0.168    

Configuration_lag10 -0.22217934 0.11   

Configuration_lag11 -0.39099648 0.00379  ** 

Configuration_lag12 -0.37620633 0.0055  ** 

 

Configuration: Configuration was saved same week sales order placed 

Configuration_lag1: Configuration was saved one week before sales order placed 
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Appendix II: Time series plot 

 

Appendix figure 4 Time series plot of variables, country A 

 

Appendix figure 5 Time series plot of variables, country B 

 

Appendix figure 6 Time series plot of variables, country C 
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Appendix figure 7 Time series plot of saved configuration and sales order, country A 

 

Appendix figure 8 Time series plot of saved configuration and sales order, country B 

 

Appendix figure 9 Time series plot of saved configuration and sales order, country C 
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Appendix figure 10 Time series plot of saved configuration and sales order, country D 

 

Appendix figure 11 Time series plot of saved configuration and sales order for a specific car 

model 156, country D 

 

Appendix figure 12 Selection of the color for saved configuration car type 156, country D 
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Appendix figure 13 Selection of the color for sales order car type 156, country D 

Appendix III: Result of country A, B and C 

Association analysis: Interesting rules 

Appendix table 2 Details of top 15 interesting rules in saved configurations for country A 

Top 15 interesting rules in saved configurations for country A 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 E_87 => S_12 & I_G60000 2 24 12.75 11.87083 

2 S_R1 & C_61400 => I_GM0U00 4 28 14 10.36018 

3 I_G10000 & E_87 => S_12 4 33 16 12.24745 

4 S_R1 & E_87 => C_61400 13 30 19.25 7.410578 

5 I_G61200 & C_01900 => S_12 11 24 20 6.055301 

6 I_G60000 => S_12 & C_42600 5 55 20.25 23.31487 

7 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_82 19 44 26 12.02775 

8 S_13 & C_01900 => E_87 7 62 26.25 25.72126 

9 E_87 & C_01900 => S_12 1 62 27.5 29.08035 

10 E_87 & C_61400 => S_R1 5 56 27.5 24.6103 

11 E_87 & C_49200 => S_13 3 94 28.5 43.76071 

12 I_G10B00 => S_13 & E_87 8 40 30 14.80991 

13 S_12 & I_G60000 => C_42600 5 52 31.25 20.79062 

14 S_12 & C_45200 => E_87 26 44 34.5 9.848858 

15 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_87 29 59 37.25 18.87459 

Appendix table 3 Details of top 15 interesting rules in sales order for country A 

Top 15 interesting rules in sales orders for country A 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 S_12 => I_G60000 & C_49200 1 104 27.25 51.17535 

2 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_61400 2 105 28.5 51.0196 

3 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 3 106 30 50.72146 

4 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_88 5 108 31 51.3355 

5 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_82 7 110 34.5 50.37526 
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6 S_12 => I_G60000 & C_01900 7 112 34.5 51.68172 

7 S_12 => I_G60000 & C_61400 8 113 35.5 51.68172 

8 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_61400 6 109 35.75 49.41238 

9 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_87 3 69 37.75 29.5 

10 S_12 => E_87 & C_01900 4 123 39 56.33826 

11 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200 13 116 39.5 51.00654 

12 C_61400 => S_12 & E_87 6 72 41.5 27.87472 

13 S_12 => E_87 & C_61400 7 127 43 56.33826 

14 E_87 => S_13 & I_G10000 1 125 43.25 55.64396 

15 S_13 => E_87 & C_45200 13 128 47.5 54.63515 

Appendix table 4 Details of top 15 interesting rules in saved configurations for country B 

Top 15 interesting rules in Saved configurations for country B 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 E_87 => S_13 & I_G10000 2 79 48.75 37.43773 

2 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_31 1 190 49.25 93.85228 

3 C_48400 => S_13 & E_88 4 80 49.25 32.44868 

4 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 2 189 49.75 92.85248 

5 C_48400 => S_13 & E_87 3 77 51 33.2666 

6 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_49200 2 186 51.5 89.82019 

7 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_47700 3 187 52.5 89.82019 

8 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200 5 193 53.25 93.18217 

9 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_88 4 195 54.5 93.71055 

10 E_88 => I_G10000 & C_45200 8 197 56.5 93.68209 

11 S_R1 => E_31 & C_47700 8 192 57 90.07774 

12 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_61400 1 185 58.5 86.15296 

13 E_88 => S_13 & C_45200 7 205 60.25 96.58632 

14 E_87 => S_13 & C_49200 12 202 60.5 94.34158 

15 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_31 4 188 96 130.1076 

Appendix table 5 Details of top 15 interesting rules in sales order for country B 

Top 15 interesting rules in Sales order for country B 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 I_G10000 => S_13 & E_31 1 180 46.5 89.00375 

2 E_88 => I_G10000 & C_45200 4 187 51 90.67524 

3 E_88 => S_13 & C_45200 2 190 51 92.70023 

4 I_G10000 => S_12 & E_31 5 189 53 90.71935 

5 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_49200 10 185 54.5 87.00383 

6 C_48400 => S_13 & E_88 2 85 55.75 36.94478 

7 I_G10000 => S_12 & E_88 3 198 56 94.79451 

8 C_45200 => S_13 & I_G10000 6 95 57.25 43.20783 

9 C_48400 => S_13 & E_87 1 84 57.5 38.31884 

10 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_31 5 182 57.75 83.28415 

11 E_88 => S_12 & I_G60000 10 197 59 92.06881 
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12 E_87 => S_13 & I_G10000 7 98 59.5 44.57578 

13 S_R1 & I_GM0U00 => C_47700 3 90 59.75 38.75027 

14 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_61400 1 178 60.25 82.54039 

15 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_88 11 184 61.25 82.16396 

Appendix table 6 Details of top 15 interesting rules in saved configuration for country C 

Top 15 interesting rules in saved configurations for country C 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_88 1 103 28 50.07994 

2 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_47 2 104 29.25 49.94247 

3 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & C_45200 5 107 31.75 50.22201 

4 S_R1 => E_88 & C_45200 3 109 31.75 51.54529 

5 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_47 6 111 32.75 52.32829 

6 E_82 => S_13 & C_49200 10 113 34.25 52.54443 

7 S_81 => I_GV0000 & E_82 3 105 34.75 23.07054 

8 S_81 => E_82 & C_70600 4 106 35.75 47.71006 

9 I_G10000 => E_47 & C_49200 8 116 36.75 52.89849 

10 C_47700 => S_81 & I_GV0000 1 52 37.25 24.29506 

11 E_88 => S_81 & C_70600 4 121 37.75 55.68587 

12 S_81 => E_47 & C_70600 6 108 38 47.41308 

13 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_45200 10 115 38.5 51.04573 

14 S_12 => I_G60000 & E_47 12 112 38.75 48.90382 

15 E_88 => S_81 & I_GV0000 3 122 39.25 55.56003 

Appendix table 7 Details of top 15 interesting rules in sales order for country C 

Top 15 interesting rules in sales order for country C 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 S_R1 => E_82 & C_49200 1 152 40.75 74.20860238 

2 C_45200 => S_R1 & E_88 3 156 44 76.54935642 

3 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_88 5 154 44.5 73.03195648 

4 C_45200 => I_GM0U00 & E_82 4 159 46 77.57983431 

5 E_47 => S_81 & I_GV0000 1 169 46.25 84.01769234 

6 I_GM0U00 => S_R1 & C_47700 1 150 48.25 74.57469461 

7 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 4 153 50.25 74.66283935 

8 S_R1 => E_82 & C_45200 9 164 51 75.40557009 

9 I_GM0U00 => E_82 & C_49200 7 158 51.75 71.92762566 

10 S_R1 => E_47 & C_49200 8 170 52.25 78.66543078 

11 E_82 => S_13 & C_45200 6 165 52.5 75.58879988 

12 S_13 => I_G10000 & E_88 10 157 55.5 68.81133628 

13 E_82 => I_GM0U00 & C_49200 12 168 56 75.03332593 

14 E_88 => S_R1 & I_GM0U00 4 105 56.5 49.53449976 

15 S_13 => E_82 & C_45200 10 173 57.75 77.27170677 

Appendix table 8 Details of top 15 interesting rules in saved configuration for country D 
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Top 15 interesting rules in saved configuration for country D 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_82 1 117 30.5 57.66859342 

2 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 1 118 31 58.00574684 

3 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_42600 3 119 32.25 57.83525453 

4 S_R1 => E_82 & C_45200 1 123 33.75 59.55039882 

5 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_45200 5 121 34 58 

6 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & C_45200 4 120 34.25 57.18027049 

7 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_87 6 122 35.75 57.50579681 

8 E_88 => S_13 & I_G10000 5 63 37 25.56038602 

9 E_82 => S_13 & I_G11200 6 124 37 58.02298395 

10 C_49200 => S_13 & E_82 3 60 38.75 24.78406746 

11 S_13 & I_G10000 => E_88 7 68 39.75 26.60043859 

12 C_61400 => S_R1 & E_82 1 62 39.75 26.71298061 

13 C_49200 => S_R1 & I_GM6U00 2 56 40 25.45584412 

14 I_G10000 => S_13 & E_83 9 128 40.75 58.2487482 

15 E_87 => S_12 & I_G60000 9 131 42 59.38574464 

 

Appendix table 9 Details of top 15 interesting rules in sales order for country D 

 

Top 15 interesting rules in sales order for country D 

 Rule High Low Mean StDev 

1 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_88 1 149 38 74 

2 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & C_49200 2 150 39 74 

3 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_87 3 151 40.75 73.50454 

4 S_R1 => E_87 & C_45200 3 155 42 75.35693 

5 S_R1 => I_GM0U00 & E_82 4 152 42.25 73.18641 

6 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_49200 5 153 44 72.73239 

7 E_82 => I_G10000 & C_45200 4 157 44.5 75.0311 

8 S_13 & E_82 => C_49200 4 67 45 27.98809 

9 E_82 => S_13 & I_G10000 6 84 45 55.15433 

10 S_13 => I_G10000 & C_42600 6 154 46 72.07404 

11 C_49200 => I_G10000 & E_82 3 65 46.25 29.13617 

12 S_R1 => I_GM6U00 & E_82 7 160 50.25 73.33655 

13 C_45200 => I_GM6U00 & E_82 7 159 50.5 72.89033 

14 E_82 => S_13 & C_45200 10 166 51 76.72896 

15 I_G10000 => S_13 & C_42600 11 21 52 70.79077 
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Multidimensional scaling plot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix figure 14 Multidimensional scaling plot of saved configuration for country D 

 

Appendix figure 15 Multidimensional scaling plot of sales order for country D 
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Mann-Kendall Trend test 

Appendix table 10 Multivariate color trend test for saved configurations in all markets 

Color Country MK statistic P value Significance  

C_01900 B -100 0.0001 --- 

C_01900 C -91 0.0005 --- 

C_01900 D -73 0.0049 -- 

C_42600 D 85 0.0012 ++ 

C_45200 B -55 0.0372 - 

C_45500 A -67 0.0084 -- 

C_48100 B -68 0.0057 -- 

C_48100 D -49 0.0157 - 

C_48400 C 32 0.0246 + 

C_61400 C -82 0.0017 -- 

C_61900 D 33 0.0208 + 

C_70000 A 57 0.0131 + 

C_70100 A -35 0.0391 - 

C_70200 C 53 0.0336 + 

C_70400 A -59 0.0233 - 

C_70400 B 47 0.0056 ++ 

C_70600 B -92 0.0004 --- 

 

Color Country MK statistic P value Significance  

C_01900 A -32 0.0126 - 

C_01900 C -42 0.0032 -- 

C_42600 B -42 0.0034 -- 

C_45200 B -58 0.0001 --- 

C_45200 C -39 0.0073 -- 

C_45500 B -51 0.0004 --- 

C_45500 C -32 0.0265 - 

C_45500 D -43 0.0031 -- 

C_46600 D -28 0.0211 - 

C_46700 D -40 0.0053 -- 

C_47200 B -41 0.0016 -- 

C_47200 C -29 0.0165 - 

C_47200 D -44 0.0016 -- 

C_47700 B -45 0.0020 -- 

C_47700 C -32 0.0267 - 

C_48100 B -51 0.0004 --- 

C_48100 C -35 0.0129 - 

C_48100 D -37 0.0098 -- 

C_48400 C -30 0.0378 - 

C_48700 B -54 0.0002 --- 

C_48700 D -29 0.0428 - 
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C_49000 B -36 0.0050 -- 

C_49000 D -25 0.0223 - 

C_49200 B -51 0.0005 --- 

C_49200 C -29 0.0449 - 

C_49400 D -37 0.0091 -- 

C_49800 B -47 0.0011 -- 

C_49800 C -29 0.0425 - 

C_61200 C -33 0.0099 -- 

C_61200 D -52 0.0003 --- 

C_61400 B -48 0.0009 --- 

C_61800 D -40 0.0041 -- 

C_61900 D 34 0.0184 + 

C_70100 B -41 0.0027 -- 

C_70100 D -40 0.0041 -- 

C_70200 B -49 0.0005 --- 

C_70200 D -35 0.0150 - 

C_70300 B -34 0.0051 -- 

C_70300 C -21 0.0249 - 

C_70300 D -32 0.0134 - 

C_70400 B -29 0.0375 - 

C_70600 B -40 0.0056 -- 

C_70600 C -53 0.0003 --- 

 

Appendix table 11 Multivariate color trend test for sales in all markets 
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Appendix IV: Data Pre-Processing 

MySQL code: Saved configuration 

Create a temporary table  

CREATE TABLE `conftmp` ( 

  `confno` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `Confdate` date DEFAULT NULL. 

  `Mkt` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `MY` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `Typ` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `En` varchar(60) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `SV` char(2) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `B` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `Gb` char(2) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `S` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `MC` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `Color` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `Uphols` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `Packages` varchar(60) DEFAULT NULL. 

`Opt1` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.   

`opt2` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.   

`opt3` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL. 

`opt4` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

 `opt5` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

 `opt6` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.   

`opt7` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

 `opt8` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt9` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt10` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt11` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt12` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt13` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt14` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt15` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt16` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt17` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt18` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt19` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt20` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt21` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt22` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt23` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt24` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt25` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt26` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt27` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt28` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt29` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt30` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt31` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt32` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt33` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt34` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt35` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt36` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt37` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt38` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt39` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt40` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt41` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL. 

`opt42` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt43` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  

`opt44` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt45` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.`opt46` 

varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt47` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt48` 

varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt49` varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL.  `opt50` 

varchar(15) DEFAULT NULL. 

  KEY `ctmp_1` (`confno`.`Opt1`). 

  KEY `ctmp_2` (`confno`.`opt2`). 

  KEY `ctmp_3` (`confno`.`opt3`). 
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  KEY `ctmp_4` (`confno`.`opt4`). 

  KEY `ctmp_5` (`confno`.`opt5`). 

  KEY `ctmp_6` (`confno`.`opt6`). 

  KEY `ctmp_7` (`confno`.`opt7`). 

  KEY `ctmp_8` (`confno`.`opt8`). 

  KEY `ctmp_9` (`confno`.`opt9`). 

  KEY `ctmp_10` (`confno`.`opt10`). 

  KEY `ctmp_12` (`confno`.`opt11`). 

  KEY `ctmp_13` (`confno`.`opt12`). 

  KEY `ctmp_14` (`confno`.`opt13`). 

  KEY `ctmp_15` (`confno`.`opt14`). 

  KEY `ctmp_16` (`confno`.`opt15`). 

  KEY `conftmp_En` (`confno`.`En`). 

  KEY `conftmp_SV` (`confno`.`SV`). 

  KEY `conftmp_Color` (`confno`.`Color`). 

  KEY `conftmp_Uphols` (`confno`.`Uphols`). 

  KEY `conftmp_gb` (`confno`.`Gb`) 

) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8$$ 

Import data from CSV file 

delete from conftmp; 

Load data local infile 'C:\\Data\\NL-Conf\\NL_all_conf.csv' into table 

conftmp fields terminated by ';' 

lines terminated by '\n' 

IGNORE 1 LINES; 

SELECT * FROM conftmp; 

Create a sub file for Options 

CREATE TABLE `conf_opt_row` ( 

  `confno` int(11) DEFAULT NULL. 

  `opt1` varchar(25) DEFAULT NULL 

)  

Run procedure that extracts the options to sub file 

delimiter $$ 

CREATE DEFINER=`root`@`localhost` PROCEDURE `Conf_opt_Crt`(IN confnoI INT) 

    READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

 DECLARE recmax INT default 50; 

 

while i <= recmax do    

 

 SELECT OptVar INTO @opvar FROM conf_column  where OptNumber=i; 

 SET @s = CONCAT('insert into conf_opt_row (select '.confnoI.".".             

@opvar.' from conftmp where confno='.confnoI.' and '.'TRIM('.@opvar.') <> 

'."''".')'); 

/*select @s ; */ 

 PREPARE stmt FROM @s; 

 EXECUTE stmt; 
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 SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END$$ 

 

delimiter $$ 

CREATE DEFINER=`root`@`localhost` PROCEDURE `Conf_opt_run`() 

    READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

 DECLARE optmax INT default 0; 

 Select count(*) INTO optmax from conftmp; 

 

while i <= optmax do    

 

 call Conf_opt_Crt(i); 

 

        SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END$$ 

Create table for where all options as variable and give value 1 if the configurations has that option 

/*Option                              */ 

select CONCAT('O_'.opt1).'int .' 

INTO OUTFILE 'C:\\Data\\NL-Conf\\Data\\opt_op.txt' 

FROM conf_opt_row group by opt1 order by opt1; 

 

/* Engine                              */ 

select CONCAT('E_'.En).'int .' 

INTO OUTFILE 'C:\\Data\\NL-Conf\\Data\\_opt_En.txt' 

from conftmp 

group by En 

order by En; 

 

 /* Sales Version */ 

select CONCAT('S_'.SV).'int .' 

INTO OUTFILE 'C:\\Data\\NL-Conf\\Data\\_opt_SV.txt' 

from conftmp 

group by SV 

order by SV; 

 

/* Gear Box */ 

select CONCAT('G_'.GB).'int .' 

INTO OUTFILE 'C:\\Data\\NL-Conf\\Data\\_opt_Gb.txt' 

from conftmp 

group by GB 

order by GB; 

 

/* Color */ 

select CONCAT('C_'.Color).'int .' 
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INTO OUTFILE 'C:\\Data\\NL-Conf\\Data\\_opt_Color.txt' 

from conftmp 

group by Color 

order by Color; 

 

/* Upholstery Interior  */ 

select CONCAT('I_'.Uphols).'int .' 

INTO OUTFILE 'C:\\Data\\NL-Conf\\Data\\_opt_Inter.txt' 

from conftmp 

group by Uphols 

order by Uphols; 

Run procedure that extracts the Color. Upholstery. Engine. Sales Version and Gear Box 

delimiter $$ 

CREATE  PROCEDURE pickopt_Color() 

    READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

 DECLARE recmax INT default 0; 

 Select count(confno) INTO recmax from conf; 

 

while i <= recmax do  

 SELECT Concat('C_'.color) into @col FROM conftmp where confno=i 

and @col<>'C_'; 

 set @s =concat('update conf set '.@col.'=1 where confno='.i.' 

;'); 

 

 select i 'Current record'.recmax 'Total records'; 

 PREPARE stmt FROM @s; 

 EXECUTE stmt; 

    SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END$$ 

 

drop PROCEDURE pickopt_SV; 

delimiter $$ 

CREATE  PROCEDURE pickopt_SV() 

    READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

 DECLARE recmax INT default 0; 

Select count(confno) INTO recmax from conf; 

 

while i <= recmax do  

 

SELECT Concat('S_'.SV) into @col FROM conftmp where confno=i ; 

IF @col <> 'S_' then 

set @s =concat('update conf set '.@col.'=1 where confno='.i.' ;'); 

end if; 
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select i 'Current record'.recmax 'Total records'; 

 PREPARE stmt FROM @s; 

 EXECUTE stmt; 

        SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END$$ 

 

delimiter $$ 

CREATE  PROCEDURE pickopt_En() 

    READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

   DECLARE i INT default 1; 

 DECLARE recmax INT default 0; 

Select count(confno) INTO recmax from conf; 

 

while i <= recmax do  

 

SELECT Concat('E_'.En) into @col FROM conftmp where confno=i ; 

IF @col not in ('E_'.'E_0') then 

set @s =concat('update conf set '.@col.'=1 where confno='.i.' ;'); 

end if; 

select i 'Current record'.recmax 'Total records'; 

 PREPARE stmt FROM @s; 

 EXECUTE stmt; 

        SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END$$ 

 

delimiter $$ 

CREATE  PROCEDURE pickopt_GB() 

    READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

 DECLARE recmax INT default 0; 

Select count(confno) INTO recmax from conf; 

 

while i <= recmax do  

 

SELECT Concat('G_'.Gb) into @col FROM conftmp where confno=i ; 

IF @col <> 'G_' then 

set @s =concat('update conf set '.@col.'=1 where confno='.i.' ;'); 

end if; 

select i 'Current record'.recmax 'Total records'; 

 PREPARE stmt FROM @s; 

 EXECUTE stmt; 

        SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END$$ 
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delimiter $$ 

CREATE  PROCEDURE pickopt_UPhols() 

    READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

 DECLARE recmax INT default 0; 

Select count(confno) INTO recmax from conf; 

 

while i <= recmax do  

 

SELECT Concat('I_'.Uphols) into @col FROM conftmp where confno=i ; 

IF @col <> 'I_' then 

set @s =concat('update conf set '.@col.'=1 where confno='.i.' ;'); 

 

select i 'Current record'.recmax 'Total records'; 

 PREPARE stmt FROM @s; 

 EXECUTE stmt; 

end if; 

        SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END$$ 

 

delimiter $$ 

CREATE  PROCEDURE Conf_run() 

BEGIN 

call pickopt_SV(); 

call pickopt_EN(); 

call pickopt_GB(); 

call pickopt_Uphols(); 

call pickopt_Color(); 

 

END$$ 

MySQL code: Sales orders 

Create a temporary table  

create database job; 

use job; 

 

create table ATTemp ( 

CommonOrderNumber_SK bigint,  

CommonOrderNumber_Cd bigint, 

Dealer_Cd varchar(15), 

RO_Date date, 

RD_Date date, 

VIN_Cd varchar(30), 

FYON_Cd bigint , 

Feature_Typ_Cd int, 

Feature_Desig_Cd varchar(30), 

Language_Cd varchar(8), 
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Feature_Desig_Desc varchar(150), 

PNO_34_Cd varchar(50)); 

 

CREATE INDEX AT_Desig ON attemp(Feature_Desig_Cd); 

 

load data local infile 'C:\\Temp_download\\AT.txt' into table ATTemp fields 

terminated by ';' 

lines terminated by '\n' 

IGNORE 1 LINES; 

 

Example of create a temporary table  

Create Table ATsales ( 

    Model int, 

    CommonOrderNumber_SK bigint, 

    CommonOrderNumber_Cd bigint, 

    Dealer_Cd varchar(15), 

    RO_Date date, 

    RD_Date date, 

    VIN_Cd varchar(30), 

    FYON_Cd bigint, 

    Feature_Typ_Cd int, 

    Feature_Desig_Cd varchar(30), 

    Language_Cd varchar(8), 

    Feature_Desig_Desc varchar(150), 

    PNO_34_Cd varchar(50) 

); 

 

create Index ATsales1 on ATsales(VIN_Cd,Feature_Desig_Cd); 

 

insert into ATsales 

select distinct 

124,CommonOrderNumber_SK,CommonOrderNumber_Cd,Dealer_Cd,RO_Date,RD_Date,VIN

_Cd,FYON_Cd,Feature_Typ_Cd,Feature_Desig_Cd,Language_Cd,Feature_Desig_Desc,

PNO_34_Cd from gbtemp 

where  CommonOrderNumber_SK in( 

SELECT 

CommonOrderNumber_SK 

FROM gbtemp 

where Feature_Desig_Cd='124') 

order by Feature_typ_Cd; 

 

 

select CONCAT('O_',Feature_Desig_Cd),'int ,' 

INTO OUTFILE 'C:\\Temp_download\\UK_txt\\UKopt124.txt' 

FROM `job`.`UKopts` 

where model=124 

group by Feature_Desig_Cd 

order by Feature_Desig_Cd; 

Create a table   
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create table AT156(Recno int,Model int, Market char(5),VIN_Cd 

varchar(30),Dealer_Cd varchar(15), RO_Date date, RD_Date date, 

S_11    int ,S_12   int ,S_13   int ,S_81   int ,S_R1   int , 

E_47    int ,E_52   int ,E_70   int ,E_82   int ,E_83   int ,E_87   

int ,E_88   int ,E_90   int , 

G_0 int ,G_1    int ,G_4    int ,G_6    int ,G_B    int , 

I_G00000    int ,I_G10000   int ,I_G10B00   int ,I_G11200   int ,I_G11600   

int ,I_G60000   int ,I_G61200   int ,I_GF6000   int ,I_GF6S00   

int ,I_GM0000   int ,I_GM0200   int ,I_GM0U00   int ,I_GM6000   

int ,I_GM6200   int ,I_GM6U00   int ,I_GV0000   int ,I_GV1200   int , 

C_01900 int ,C_42600    int ,C_45200    int ,C_46600    int ,C_47700    

int ,C_48100    int ,C_48400    int ,C_49200    int ,C_49400    

int ,C_49800    int ,C_61200    int ,C_61400    int ,C_61900    

int ,C_70200    int ,C_70600    int , 

O_000010    int ,O_000011   int ,O_000021   int ,O_000030   int ,O_000039   

int ,O_000047   int ,O_000057   int ,O_000065   int ,O_000114   

int ,O_000115   int ,O_000142   int ,O_000145   int ,O_000165   

int ,O_000167   int ,O_000168   int ,O_000179   int ,O_000236   

int ,O_000262   int ,O_000316   int ,O_000319   int ,O_000322   

int ,O_000334   int ,O_000346   int ,O_000370   int ,O_000390   

int ,O_000399   int ,O_000439   int ,O_000501   int ,O_000509   

int ,O_000529   int ,O_000533   int ,O_000583   int ,O_000603   

int ,O_000605   int ,O_000683   int ,O_000691   int ,O_000697   

int ,O_000699   int ,O_0007 int ,O_000729   int ,O_000752   int ,O_000762   

int ,O_000769   int ,O_000790   int ,O_0008 int ,O_000817   int ,O_000818   

int ,O_000824   int ,O_000830   int ,O_000831   int ,O_000832   

int ,O_000833   int ,O_000840   int ,O_000860   int ,O_0027 int ,O_0028 

int ,O_0045 int ,O_0053 int ,O_0054 int ,O_0055 int ,O_0067 int ,O_0071 

int ,O_0072 int ,O_0074 int ,O_0077 int ,O_800039   int ,O_800044   

int ,O_800084   int ,O_900200   int ,O_900201   int ,O_900221   

int ,O_900246   int ,O_900299   int ,O_998916   int ,O_998996   int ,O_DD04 

int ,O_DI02 int ,O_DI05 int ,O_ED01 int ,O_EJ02 int ,O_EO02 int ,O_EP02 

int ,O_FY03 int ,O_GR05 int ,O_JB07 int ,O_JC01 int ,O_K513 int ,O_K519 

int ,O_K702 int ,O_KB09 int ,O_KE03 int ,O_KG02 int ,O_L102 int ,O_L703 

int ,O_LF03 int ,O_MC01 int ,O_N403 int ,O_N502 int ,O_NB02 int ,O_NC03 

int ,O_NC0H int ,O_NC11 int ,O_NI02 int ,O_NY02 int ,O_NY05 int ,O_NY06 

int ,O_PB02 int ,O_PE02 int ,O_PK02 int ,O_PK04 int ,O_PN02 int ,O_R10Z 

int ,O_R117 int ,O_R142 int ,O_R144 int ,O_R605 int ,O_R702 int ,O_RN02 

int ,O_RU02 int ,O_RU06 int ,O_RU0D int ,O_RV02 int ,O_T702 int ,O_T703 

int ,O_T801 int ,O_TI04 int ,O_TL03 int ,O_TM03 int ,O_TP04 int ,O_TS02 

int ,O_V102 int ,O_VP02 int ,O_XNOSUP   int ,O_XPND09   int ) 

; 

 

create index  AT156_vin on AT156(VIN_Cd);  

 

drop table AT_Options_156; 

Create table AT_Options_156 ( 

OptNumber int, 

OptVar varchar(15), 

Opt varchar(15)); 
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set @rownum=0; 

insert into  AT_Options_156 (OptNumber,optvar,opt)( 

SELECT @rownum:=@rownum+1,COLUMN_NAME,SUBSTRING(`COLUMN_NAME`, 3, 

10)`COLUMN_NAME`  

FROM `INFORMATION_SCHEMA`.`COLUMNS`  

WHERE TABLE_NAME='AT156' and COLUMN_NAME NOT 

IN('Market','Model','VIN_Cd','Dealer_Cd', 'RO_Date', 'RD_Date','Recno')); 

 

set @rownum2=0; 

Insert into AT156(Recno,Model,Market,VIN_Cd,Dealer_Cd,RO_Date,RD_Date)( 

select @rownum2:=@rownum2+1,Model,'AT',VIN_Cd,Dealer_Cd,RO_Date,RD_Date  

from ATsales 

where model=156 

group by Model,VIN_CD,Dealer_Cd,RO_Date,RD_Date 

order by VIN_CD); 

Run procedure that extracts the options to sub file 

Create table ATtmpopt ( 

OptNumber int, 

OptVar varchar(15), 

Opt varchar(15)); 

 

set @rownum=0; 

 

insert into  ATtmpopt (OptNumber,optvar,opt)( 

SELECT @rownum:=@rownum+1,COLUMN_NAME,SUBSTRING(`COLUMN_NAME`, 3, 

10)`COLUMN_NAME`  

FROM `INFORMATION_SCHEMA`.`COLUMNS`  

WHERE TABLE_NAME='AT134' and COLUMN_NAME NOT 

IN('Market','Model','VIN_Cd','Dealer_Cd', 'RO_Date', 'RD_Date','Recno')); 

 

set @rownum2=0; 

Insert into AT134(Recno,Model,Market,VIN_Cd,Dealer_Cd,RO_Date,RD_Date)( 

select @rownum2:=@rownum2+1,Model,'AT',VIN_Cd,Dealer_Cd,RO_Date,RD_Date  

from ATsales 

where model=134 

group by Model,VIN_CD,Dealer_Cd,RO_Date,RD_Date 

order by VIN_CD); 

 

select * from ATtmpopt; 

Run procedure that extracts the Color. Upholstery. Engine. Sales Version and Gear Box 

DELIMITER // 

CREATE PROCEDURE ATdataupdate2(IN optno int, IN model Varchar(15),IN market 

Varchar(15))    

READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

    DECLARE recmax INT default 0; 

    DECLARE modelTab Varchar(15); 

    DECLARE modelOPT Varchar(15); 
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    DECLARE marketsales Varchar(15); 

 

set modelTab=concat(market,model); 

set marketsales=concat(market,'sales'); 

set modelOPT=concat(market,'_Options_',model); 

SET @getrecno=concat('Select MAX(recno) INTO @recmax2 from ',modelTab,';'); 

SET @getoptno=Concat('SELECT OptNumber,OptVar,Opt INTO @OptN, @ATtm, 

@optvar FROM ',modelOPT,'  where OptNumber= ',optno,';'); 

 

PREPARE stmt1 FROM  @getoptno; 

EXECUTE stmt1; 

 

PREPARE stmt2 FROM @getrecno; 

EXECUTE stmt2; 

 

while i <= @recmax2 do      

 

set @vincd = concat('select Vin_CD INTO @vin from ',modelTab,' where 

recno=',i,';'); 

 

PREPARE stmt3 FROM @vincd; 

EXECUTE stmt3; 

 

    SET @s = CONCAT('update ', modelTab ,' set ',@ATtm,'=1  where 

VIN_Cd=',Concat("'",@vin,"'"),' and VIN_CD=(select VIN_CD from 

',marketsales,' where VIN_CD=',Concat("'",@vin,"'"),' and 

Feature_Desig_Cd=',Concat("'",@optvar,"'"),'LIMIT 1);'); 

     

 

PREPARE stmt FROM @s; 

EXECUTE stmt; 

    SET i = i + 1; 

         

END while; 

END 

  // 

    call ATdataupdate2(1,134,'AT'); 

DELIMITER // 

CREATE PROCEDURE proc_sales_run(IN model Varchar(15),IN market Varchar(15))    

READS SQL DATA 

BEGIN 

 

    DECLARE i INT default 1; 

    DECLARE optmax INT default 0; 

    DECLARE modelOPT Varchar(15); 

 

set modelOPT=concat(market,'_Options_',model); 

SET @getrecno=concat('Select MAX(optnumber) INTO @optmax2 from 

',modelOPT,';'); 

 

select  @getrecno; 

PREPARE stmt4 FROM @getrecno; 

EXECUTE stmt4; 
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while i <= @optmax2 do    

 

    call ATdataupdate2(i,model,market); 

    select modelopt Optfile,i Rownumber, @optmax2 Number_of_rows; 

 

        SET i = i + 1; 

END while; 

 

END 

  // 

 

call proc_sales_run('134','AT'); 
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